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Abstract

The robust navigation of insects arises from the coordinated action of concurrently

functioning and interacting guidance systems. Computational models of specific brain

regions can account for isolated behaviours such as path integration or route following,

but the neural mechanisms by which their outputs are coordinated remains unknown.

In this work, a functional modelling approach was taken to identify and model the

elemental guidance subsystems required by homing insects. Then we produced real-

istic adaptive behaviours by integrating different guidance’s outputs in a biologically

constrained unified model mapped onto identified neural circuits. Homing paths are

quantitatively and qualitatively compared with real ant data in a series of simulation

studies replicating key infield experiments.

Our analysis reveals that insects require independent visual homing and route fol-

lowing capabilities which we show can be realised by encoding panoramic skylines in

the frequency domain, using image processing circuits in the optic lobe and learning

pathways through the Mushroom Bodies (MB) and Anterior Optic Tubercle (AOTU)

to Bulb (BU) respectively before converging in the Central Complex (CX) steering

circuit.

Further, we demonstrate that a ring attractor network inspired by firing patterns

recorded in the CX can optimally integrate the outputs of path integration and visual

homing systems guiding simulated ants back to their familiar route, and a simple non-

linear weighting function driven by the output of the MB provides a context-dependent

switch allowing route following strategies to dominate and the learned route retraced

back to the nest when familiar terrain is encountered.

The resultant unified model of insect navigation reproduces behavioural data from

a series of cue conflict experiments in realistic animal environments and offers testable
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hypotheses of where and how insects process visual cues, utilise the different informa-

tion that they provide and coordinate their outputs to achieve the adaptive behaviours

observed in the wild. These results forward the case for a distributed architecture of

the insect navigational toolkit.

This unified model then be further validated by modelling the olfactory naviga-

tion of flies and ants. With simple adaptions of the sensory inputs, this model repro-

duces the main characteristics of the observed behavioural data, further demonstrating

the useful role played by sensory-processing → CX → motor pathway in generating

context-dependent coordination behaviours. In addition, this model help to complete

the unified model of insect navigation by adding the olfactory cues that is one of the

most crucial cues for insects.
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3.3 The steering circuit underlying the motor output for VH. (A) Schematic
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the resultant activity profiles allows an appropriate steering command
to be generated. (B) Schematic of the visual homing model. When
visual novelty drops (t− 2 to t− 1) the desired heading is an unshifted
copy of the current heading so the current path is maintained but when
the visual novelty increases (t − 1 to t) the desired heading is shifted
from the current heading. (C) The firing rate of the MBON sampled
across locations at random orientations is depicted by the heat-map
showing a clear gradient leading back to the route. The grey curve
shows the habitual route along which ants were trained. RP (release
point) indicates the position where real ants in [18] were released after
capture at the nest (thus zero-vector) and from which simulations were
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and 95% confidential interval), and also the extended exampled path
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3.4 Evaluating MB model for encoding the visual familiarity. The heat-
maps of the visual familiarity measured by the MBON neurons. The
first row shows the results of the MB network with 4000 KCs but with
various number of frequency components 36, 49 and 81. The second
row depicts the results for 81 frequency components with 1000, 2000
and 3000 KCs. Last row lists other results with the parameter from left
to right: (64, 4000), (100, 4000), (81, 5000). 1000 KCs is the fewest
to guarantee good model performance. 39

3.5 Phase-based neural model of RF. The visual pathway from the op-
tic lobe via AOTU and Bulb to EB of the CX is modelled by a fully
connected artificial neural network (ANN) with one hidden layer. The
input layer receives the amplitudes of the frequency encoded views (as
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3.6 Performances of RF model. Blue and red arrows in the inserted polar
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orientation, whereas the lower plot sampled at (−2.5,−3.5) shows
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3.7 Evaluating ANN (RF) model for encoding the route directions. The
quiver plots of the on-route homing direction recommended by the
ANN. The first row shows the results for the ANN with 30 neurons
in the hidden layer but with various number of frequency components
36, 49 and 81. The second row depicts the results for 81 frequency
components with 10, 50 and 90 neurons in the hidden layer. Last low
lists other results with the parameter from left to right: (81, 110), (100,
30), (121, 30). 44

3.8 information provided by frequency encoding in cartoon and simu-
lated ant environments. (A): A cartoon depiction of a panoramic sky-
line, it’s decomposition into trigonometric functions, and reconstruc-
tion through the summation of low frequency coefficients reflecting
standard image compression techniques. (B): Following a 90◦ rota-
tion there is no change in the amplitudes of the frequency coefficients
but the phases of the frequency coefficients track the change in orien-
tation providing a rotational invariant signal useful for visual homing
and rotationally-varying signal useful for route following respectively.
(C): The simulated 3D world used for all experiments. The pink area
(size: 20m × 20m) is used for model training and testing zone for
models allowing obstacle-free movement. (D): The frequency encod-
ing (Zernike Moment’s amplitudes and phase) of the views sampled
from the same location but with different headings (P1 and P2 in (C),
with 90◦ heading difference) in the simulated world. The first 81 am-
plitudes are identical while the phases have the difference of about
90◦. 46

3.9 The images used to train the MB network. The training data and
test data are labelled with red and blue dots respectively. The arrow
along the route indicates the heading direction on the route. Frequency
component ZM7,1 used to train ANN is highlighted. 57

3.10 The training process of MB network. (A) The MBON activation
decreases during training. (B) KC-MBON connection weights after
training. 58

3.11 The training process of ANN network. (A) The error decreasing as
the training. (B) The output of the network match well the test data. 59

4.1 The cue integration problem. Left: An example of an animal main-
taining an estimate of it’s current pose (green area) using different cues
of varying certainty (Self-motion, black area, and vision, red area).
Right: cues can be represented by conflicting Gaussian functions with
the width describing the uncertainty of each and the optimal solution
(green) given by weighting each cue according to their known variance
as described by Bayes’ rule. 63
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4.2 The implemented Touretzky ring attractor network. (a) Excitatory
neurons are shown by green circles, and the global inhibitory neuron
depicted by the blue circle. The recurrent excitatory interneurons are
shown by orange arrows with connection strength decreasing with dis-
tance between neurons. Excitatory and inhibitory connections between
the global inhibitory neuron are also shown in blue and green respec-
tively. (b) The full integration network shown in unwrapped form (mi-
nus recurrent connections for ease of reading) with example inputs and
optimal output overlaid. 68

4.3 Integration of conflicting cues by a ring attractor network. Activa-
tion profiles of cues are shown by the red and black curves, the output
profile of RA (the ring attractor) by the green line, and the MLE by the
blue dashed line. (a) shows the results for a noise-free network with
100 neurons, (b) shows the results of the same network with added
white noise, and (c) show the results when the number of neurons is
reduced to 8. 70

4.4 Network performance with increasing cue conflict. Cue 1 was pre-
sented in the same location while cue 2 was presented at increasing
distances. For (a), (b) and (c), the response of the RA (ring attractor)
is shown by the green line, the WTA prediction by the red line, and
the MLE by the blue line. (a) Cues of equal variance (b) Cue 1 with
slightly higher variance than Cue 1, (c) Cue 1 with significantly higher
variance than cue 1. (d) data from similar cue combination study in rats
(black line) [19] and alternative re-weighting model (orange line) [20]
(data provided with thanks by Dr. Hector Page and Prof. Kate Jef-
fery). Note the same tendency of switching from ’cue combination’ to
’cue selecting’ emerged from the biological data (black curve in (d),
re-weighting model (orange curve in (d)) and our model (blue curve in
(a)). 71

4.5 Network performance with changes in cue variance. Cue 1 and cue
2 were presented at the same location 90◦ apart. The variance of cue 2
was kept at 40◦ while cue 1 changed from 5◦ to 200◦ in intervals of 5◦.
The position the peaks of activation profile of cues 1 and 2 are shown
by the dashed red and black lines respectively; the WTA response by
the solid red line; the MLE by the blue line; and the RA (ring attractor)
output by the green line. 72
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5.1 Overview of insects’ homing capabilities and the extended toolkit.
(A) The homing behaviours to be produced by the model when dis-
placed either from the nest and having no remaining PI home vec-
tor (zero vector), or from the nest with a full home vector (full vec-
tor). Distinct elemental behaviours are distinguished by coloured path
segments, and stripped bands indicate periods where behavioural data
suggests that multiple strategies are combined. Note that this colour
coding of behaviour is maintained throughout the remaining figures to
help the reader map function to brain region. (B) The proposed con-
ceptual model of the insect navigation toolkit from sensory input to
motor output. Three elemental guidance systems are modelled in this
paper: path integration (PI), visual homing (VH) and route following
(RF). Their outputs must then be coordinated in an optimal manner
appropriate to the context before finally outputting steering command. 76

5.2 Simulation results of integration of PI and visual cues to reproduce
behavioural data in [7]. Green curves are the homing trajectories of
the simulated ants and the green dots at the end of each path marks the
start points of searching. Cross marks indicates the position of home
predicted by PI and black square indicates the positions of landmarks. 78

5.3 Simulation results of integration of PI and visual cues to reproduce
behavioural data in [6]. Green curves are the homing trajectories of
the simulated ants and the green dots at the end of each path marks the
start points of searching. Cross marks indicates the position of home
predicted by PI and black square indicates the positions of landmarks. 79

5.4 Simulation results of integration of PI and visual cues to reproduce
behavioural data in [6]. Green curves are the homing trajectories of
the simulated ants and the green dots at the end of each path marks the
start points of searching. Cross marks indicates the position of home
predicted by PI and black square indicates the positions of landmarks. 80

5.5 Modelling optimal cue integration in the CX. (A) Proposed model
for optimally integrating PI and VH guidance systems. In each hemi-
sphere, ring attractors (RAs) (grey neural rings) (speculatively located
in FB/CBU) receive the corresponding inputs from PI (orange neural
rings) and VH (red neural rings) with the outputs sent to the corre-
sponding steering circuits (blue neural rings). Integration is weighted
by the visual novelty tracking tuning neuron (TUN) whose activation
function is shown in the leftmost panel. (B) Examples of optimal in-
tegration of PI and VH headings for two PI states with the peak stable
state (grey dotted activity profile in the integration neurons) shifting
towards VH as the home vector length recedes. Note that VH distribu-
tion stays the same height and width, while the PI activation (inherently
encoded the uncertainty (PI length)) is scaled by the visual novelty via
TUN neuron. 81
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5.6 Modelling optimal cue integration in the CX. (A) Replication of op-
timal integration studies of [8] and [9]. Simulated ants are captured
at various points (0.1m, 1m, 3m and 7m) along their familiar route
(grey curve) and released at release point 1 (RP1) thus with the same
visual certainty but with different PI certainties as in [8] (see thick or-
ange arrow). The left polar plot shows the initial headings of simulated
ants increasingly weight their PI system (270◦) in favour of their VH
system (135◦) as the home vector length increases and PI directional
uncertainty drops. Simulated ants are also transferred from a single
point 1m along their familiar route to ever distant release points (RP1,
RP2, RP3) thus with the same PI certainty but increasingly visual un-
certainty as in [9] (see thick red arrow). The right polar plot shows the
initial headings of simulated ants increasingly weight PI (270◦) over
VH (135◦) as visual certainty drops. (see Chapter 5.3.5.1 for details)
(B) Example homing paths of the independent and combined guidance
systems displaced from the familiar route (grey) to a fictive release
point (RP). 83

5.7 The extended homing paths and the PI memory in the simula-
tions. (A) The extended homing path of 20 agents released at RP1
in Figure 5.5B with different home vector length. (B) The activation
of CPU4 neurons (PI memory) encoding home vectors with different
lengths from 0 to 7.0m. (C) The extended homing paths of 20 agents
released at RP2 and RP3 in Figure 5.5B. 84

5.8 Unified model realising the full array of coordinated navigational
behaviours. Context-dependent switching is realised using two switch-
ing neurons (SN1, SN2) that have mutually exclusive firing states (one
active while the other is in active) allowing coordination between On
and Off-Route strategies driven by the instantaneous visual novelty
output by the MB. Connectivity and activation functions of the SMP
neurons are shown in the left side of panel. Note that the illustration
of the global and local compass is for the easy of understanding not
implying the real anatomy, actually they occupy the same set of PB
columns. 84

5.9 Unified model mapped to brain regions. The unified navigation
model maps the elemental guidance systems to distinct processing path-
ways: RF: OL→ AOTU→ BU→ CX; VH: OL→ MB→ SMP→
CX; PI: OL→ AOTU→ BU→ CX. The outputs are then optimally
integrated in the proposed ring attractor networks of the FB in CX to
generate a single motor steering command. Connections are shown
only for the left brain hemisphere for ease of visualisation but in prac-
tice are mirrored on both hemispheres. Hypothesised or assumed path-
ways are indicated by dashed lines whereas neuroanatomically sup-
ported pathways are shown by solid lines (a convention maintained
throughout all figures). 85
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5.10 Homing performances of the unified model reproducing main be-
haviours in insect navigation. (A) Activation history of the SN1, SN2
and TUN (to demonstrate the instantaneous visual novelty readout of
the MB) neurons during the simulated displacement trials. (B) Paths
generated by the unified model under control of the context-dependent
switch circuit during simulated FV (solid line) and ZV (dashed line)
displacement trials. 86

5.11 The detailed neural connections of the proposed model. (A): The
detailed neural connections of the navigation coordination system. Note
that the illustration of the global and local compass is for the easy of
understanding not implying the real anatomy, actually they occupy the
same set of PB columns. (B): The neural connection of the route fol-
lowing network. The input layer to the hidden layer is fully connected,
so does the hidden layer to the output layer. (C): The network gener-
ating the visual homing memory. (D): The detailed neural connection
of the ring attractor network for optimal cue integration. 91

5.12 The images used to train the MB network. The training data and test
data are labelled with red and blue dots respectively. The arrow along
the route indicates the heading direction on the route. 93

5.13 The training process of MB network. (A) The MBON activation
decreases during training. (B) KC-MBON connection weights after
training. (C) Heat-map of the visual familiarity measured by the trained
MB network. 94

5.14 The developed GUI for running the proposed model. Panels are
labelled with the functions. 99

6.1 The adapted VH model for generating chemotaxi behaviour. (A)
Schematic diagram of the general neural model generating gradient
tracking behaviour like visual homing and chemotaxis. (B) Schematic
diagram of the chemotaxis model based on the main idea that when
perceived odour concentration temporally decreases, shift the current
heading as the desired heading to make a turn through the steering circuit.103

6.2 The simulation performance of the model in two different odour
landscapes- ’volcano’. Odour landscape and trajectories are shown
in the left and the sensed odour concentration of all the trials and the
highlighted trial are shown in the right top and bottom respectively. 104

6.3 The simulation performance of the model in two different odour
landscapes- ’linear’. Odour landscape and trajectories are shown in
the left and the sensed odour concentration of all the trials and the
highlighted trial are shown in the right top and bottom respectively. 105

6.4 The model of upwind direction encoding in insect brain. (A) Schematic
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Motivation

Navigation, a skill shared by almost all the animals living in the land, water or

sky, endows creatures with the vital ability to reach the desired location. Although

navigation can be defined with different levels of universality (from simple stimuli-

response as Simon’s ants [25] to ability with map-like cognition [26], [27]), here to

cover a wide range of orientation behaviours have been observed in insect (potentially

includes both the ’taxon’ and ’locale’ navigation defined in rodents [28]), navigation is

defined as: the movement from one place to another driven by specific guidance. Under

this definition, animal navigation comes in many forms and shapes (see Figure 1.1),

for instances, in a large scale (thousands of miles), regular migration from and to a

breeding site [29] (like birds, butterflies and fishes), or within a relatively shorter dis-

tance, returning home after foraging (also termed homing, like ants and bees). Solving

navigation problems is so crucial and universal in living organisms that nature has pro-

vided elegant solutions, bringing great inspirations for studies aiming to unravel neural

mechanisms underpinning navigation and solving robotic navigation problems respec-

tively. The latter field even gets momentum recently with the emergence of self-driving

cars and UAVs.

Among the animal navigators, insects are one of the most interesting classes, not

only because insects have fascinated researchers by their unrivalled ability of solving

many complex navigation problems [30], [31], but also the brain size of insects are rel-
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Figure 1.1: The examples of animal navigation. (A) Birds’ (Northern Wheatear)
migrates from Alaskan to Africa [1]. Picture of bird is taken by Phil Gower shared via
Birdshare. (B) Chemotaxis behaviour of bacterial [2]. Picture of bacterial is adapted
from dreamstime. (C) Navigation trajectories of rat overlapped with the firing rate of
grid cells in the entorhinal cortex [3]. (D) Desert ants homing using path integration
(for reviews see [4]).

atively tiny with less than one million neurons [32], [33] compared to vertebrates and

humans with about 100 billion neurons [34]. As being such an ideal studying model,

insect navigation has been intensively studied for more than a century [35]. Numerous

behavioural studies have unveiled the rich repertoire of the insect navigation system,

and evidence suggests that different central foraging insects (like ants and bees) apply

similar navigation strategies using analogous environment cues despite their differing

environments. Taking this evidence together leads to an insect navigation toolkit pre-

sented by Wehner [36], of which the most fundamental are path integration (PI) and

visual navigation (VN). PI continuously tracks the distance and direction travelled to

provide a global vector pointing to the start point (home vector), while VN provides

the visual reference that can be compared with the current view to generate a homing

signal (will be introduced in more details in Chapter 2).

Although insect navigation behaviours have been increasingly well understood and

conceptually or mathematically modelled, the neural basis underlying this has not yet

been known until some important findings of the insect brain, especially the central

complex (CX) and mushroom body (MB), were published very recently. Nevertheless,
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

there is still a long way to go to get the whole picture of insect navigation, where the

specific navigation behaviour is mapped to the corresponding neural circuit that can

conduct this kind of navigation computation. From the current point of view, the well-

known insect navigation behaviours and the increasing knowledge of neural circuit

together provide a great opportunity for researchers in the field of computational mod-

elling to build a biology constrained model that can explain the navigation behaviours

and make further testable predictions for both the behavioural studies and neurobio-

logical studies. Therefore, in this thesis, as motivated by the above facts, a unified

computation model is developed aiming to bridge the following main three gaps in the

understanding of insect navigation:

• Evidence has shown that insects can optimally integrate multiple guidance sys-

tems when navigating, but a biologically plausible neural model has yet been

developed to explain how this can happen in the insect brain.

• Current VN models can only account for parts of the visual navigation be-

haviours that have been observed in insects. Is there a unified way to bio-

plausibly model the visual navigation behaviours? And if so, how does VN

interact with other navigation subsystems in a biologically plausible way, e.g.

PI?

• Could the unified model and coordination mechanism developed above be a gen-

eral framework to explain all navigation-related behaviours at the level of neu-

rons, such as odour/wind navigation?

1.2 Methodology

1.2.1 Why Insect Navigation?

Understanding the intelligence of animals is one of the major goals in biology.

The complex behavioural repertoire involving flexible integrating of multiple modal-

ities and small brain with limited neurons make insect navigation an ideal synthesis

for studies of animal intelligence and cognition [37], [38]. By studying how complex
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navigation behaviours can be generated in the insect brain, we may unravel the funda-

mental mechanisms for navigation and even provide inspirations for studies concerning

more complex behaviour in higher-order animals, as navigation in insects already cov-

ers most of the basic parts of cognitive mechanisms like learning, working memory,

decision-making, etc [31], [32].

1.2.2 Why Computational Model?

Computational modelling, as it literally means, referring the use of computers to

simulate and study complex systems that are impractical or impossible to do direct

mathematical analysis. As a complementary approach of traditional techniques (i.e.,

experimental and theoretical) to understand biology systems, computational models

are playing increasing roles due to its apparent advantages [39], [40]: first, with a

reasonable computational model established, conducting different experiments in var-

ied settings can be simply implemented by just adjusting different parameters in the

model and simulation environment. Furthermore, during the whole process of simula-

tion, all the variables and states can be easily manipulated and monitored as needed.

By doing these simulations, one can test the hypothesis, provide novel insights, make

testable predictions that can guide future experimental design, do sensitivity analyse,

etc. Second, computational models can judge if a specific mechanism is sufficient to

explain observed phenomena where theoretical analysis can hardly tell. Although it

is challenging to build a reasonable computational model, results derived from com-

putational model simulation can make significant contributions to science advances as

long as the model is based on plausible hypothesis, like the finite element method in

physics and engineering [41], the model in cell-cell interactions [40], [42], etc.

In the field of insect navigation, computational modelling also plays an important

role and has already made some significant contributions. For instance, the classic

snapshot model provided the insight that continuous comparing the current view with

a stored snapshot taken at the goal is sufficient for generating insect-like visual navi-

gation [14]. More recently, a computation model of PI presented in [43] heuristically

represents the current heading signal as a sinusoidal activity pattern of an array of neu-
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rons, and then the speed signal determines the rate at which the activity is accumulated.

This mechanism is astonishingly close to the very recently published biologically con-

strained model [10]. The idea that representing a directional signal by an array of neu-

rons as a sinusoidal activation profile is also very enlightening because this facilitates

the computation in navigation involving many vector operations [44] and indeed offers

an explanation as to why the neurons in CX are arranged in a column format [10],

[13], [45]. Finally, the idea of comparing the current heading with the memory to gen-

erate steering command via a left-/right-shifted mechanism also interprets the neural

anatomy in the CX [10], [13].

In summary, computational models have many advantages and collaborating with

experimental biology could be highly fruitful ( [10] is a good example), which also

provides the primary motivation for this thesis.

1.2.3 Biological Constraints

As introduced in Chapter 1.2.2, a good computational model aiming to explain

a biology system should base on reasonable assumptions, constructed at a suitable

abstraction level and provides testable predictions [40]. As the model in this disserta-

tion is developed with the biological constraints to verify if the proposed mechanism

is sufficient to produce observed insect navigation behaviours in a proof-of-concept

way. Hence the performances of the model are tested by comparing them with the

behavioural data from real insects instead of the actual neural spikes. The loop from

neuron to behaviour could not be closed by merely reproducing neural activities [46],

but reproducing the natural behaviour using the biologically constrained model at least

proves that the proposed mechanism is sufficient for generating such behaviours, which

is indeed the desired outcome this thesis aims to achieve.

To summarise how we use the biological data in this thesis:

• Anatomy and physiology: models are constrained to the known anatomical and

physiological evidence, but if there is no exiting data rational hypothesis will be

made based on the investigation of the mechanism that an insect may exploit.

• Ethology: simulation results of the computational model are bench-marked by
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the comparison of homing routes and heading directions with the data from be-

havioural studies of real insects in biologically realistic environments.

It should be noted that the biological data used in this thesis comes from different

species of insects, i.e., behavioural data mainly comes from desert ants while anatom-

ical and physiological data is from studies of fruit flies, locusts and honeybees. How-

ever, the logical rationality of using biological data across species will be addressed or

discussed via homologous inference. As this thesis mainly focuses on the modelling

of homing behaviour of insects, i.e., returning home after foraging or exploring, other

navigation behaviours like the long-distance migration, pheromone-based swarm col-

lectively strategies are beyond the scope of this study. Simulations are limited to the

2D flat ground (i.e., no pitch and roll).

1.3 Thesis Outline

This thesis is divided into five main chapters:

Chapter 2 surveys the large body of the insect navigation study including the etho-

logical studies of the famous insect navigator- desert ant, the neurobiological studies of

the insect brain underpinning the navigation behaviours and also computational mod-

els looking to explain the function of neural circuity of the insect brain and interpreting

observed navigational behaviours.

In Chapter 3, a unified model that can account for both the visual homing and route

following behaviour in insect navigation is developed. Based on the frequency encoded

visual information, this model can reproduce the primary visual navigation data from

real insects and thus fills the gap in understanding how insect may use different visual

navigation strategies in different visual contexts to navigate.

In Chapter 4, a biology-plausible neural model is presented to realise the optimal

integration of competing directional cues. Based on the classical ring attractor model,

simulation results suggest that this neural network can combine cues according to their

certainty but converges on the most certain cue if cues have larger conflicts. This re-

sult is reminiscent of the biological results from mammals’ heading direction systems.
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Therefore RA can be the candidate for optimally integrating multiple guidance cues in

insects navigation.

Chapter 5 then gives a unified model for insect navigation by combining the visual

navigation models and the cue integration model described in the previous two chap-

ters. With another contextual switching circuit added, this unified model reproduces

many recent behavioural data from cue-conflict experiments. Required computations

are mapped to specific brain regions based on the known neurobiological data, provid-

ing testable suggestions for anatomy and physiology studies with emphasis on CX and

MB.

Then, in Chapter 6, to further verify the utility and plausibility of the proposed

unified model, we adapted the model to replicate the odour navigation both in flies and

ants which has not been neurally modelled. Simulation results show that with small

input and output adaptions, this model can account for the chemotaxis and odour-gated

anemotaxis behaviours, suggesting the sensory experience depended multi-guidance

coordination could be a mechanism that is conserved across insects to solve navigation-

related tasks.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarises the main contributions of this thesis and the future

research topics that could build on this study.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

The great ability of insects navigation has fascinated researchers since at least a

century ago (about 19th century) when Fabre found that bees and wasps can return to

their nest even after been displaced kilometres away [47]. In recent years, with the aid

of rapidly developed technology of animal tracking, neuron observation and computa-

tional modelling, researches start to unveil the mystery of insect navigation by enor-

mous observation, analysis and investigation. This in turn brings a rich literature that

will be reviewed in this chapter in three sub-parts: first, the ethology research revealing

the rich repertoire of insect navigation behaviour. Second, the anatomy and physiol-

ogy studies of insect brain concerning navigation, which is crucial as they provide

direct knowledge of the neural basis underpinning specific navigation tasks; Third, the

useful and complementary tool in studying biology system- computation modelling.

As insect navigation is a researching field of multi-discipline, knowledge from these

three sub-parts cooperate and indeed make up the three-level understanding of insect

navigation [46]: behaviour (level3)↔ computation (level2)↔ neuron (level1), where

computation plays a crucial role in bridging the neurons (neural basis) and behaviour

(ethology) by modelling the two transitions (from level1 to level2 and from level3 to

level2). This reflects the modelling motivation of this thesis.

This review specifically focuses on path integration, visual navigation and their

integration while other mechanisms will be briefly introduced, aiming to provide an

overview of our current understanding of these navigation behaviours and their neural

basis. Finally, based on this knowledge, a summary was drawn to clarify the problems
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and challenges that will be addressed in this thesis.

2.1 Ethology- Insect Navigation Behaviours

After Fable’s discovery [47], modern research interests of insect navigation firstly

started more than a century, when Pièron in 1904 first displaced the ant and found

the ant would run straight in a direction as it has not been displaced [48]. Then in

the 1920s, Felix Santschi in North Africa found that ant can use the celestial cues to

orient [35]. Later in 1949, Karl von Frisch gave an explanation of ant’s such ability

by revealing the significant fact that honeybee (Apis mellifera) can use polarised light

as a compass to navigate [49], making honeybee a popular model for studying insect

navigation behaviour. However, intensive investigation of insect navigation behaviour

did not yet come until Wehner started to focused on how desert ants (Cataglyphis bi-

color) sensed direction and distance in 1970s [5], which consequently made the desert

ant genus Cataglyphis gradually become one of the most popular models to study nav-

igation behaviours of insects. And subsequently studies on other types of ants (like

Cataglyphis fortis, Cataglyphis nodus, Cataglyphis velox and also Ocymyrmex and

Melophorus) (see Figure 2.1A) have also been conducted, bringing rich literature con-

cerning ethological study of ants navigation. Navigation behaviours have also been

observed and investigated in other insects (see Figure 2.1), enriching the ethological

data of insect navigation and making the toolkit proposed by Wehner derived from

desert ants’ navigation behavioural data [36] possible to be extended to other insects.

This section will introduce the insect navigation repertoire including path integration,

visual homing, route following, systematic search, and odour/wind navigation in detail.

2.1.1 Path Integration

Similar to the early sailors using dead reckoning to navigate when travelling on the

sea, animals apply path integration to continuously keep track of the distance and di-

rection that has been travelled. This information is integrated to build a vector memory

called the home vector that can guide the agent directly back not only to the nest but
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Figure 2.1: The summary of insect navigation behaviours. (A) Desert ant species
and its distribution around the world (data from Antmaps). Pictures of ants: C. bi-
color from [5]; C. velox from Michael Mangan; C. fortis from [4]; O. velox from
AntWiki; C. nodus from ants; M. bagoti from Antoine Wystrach; (B) Other insect
species. Pictures of animal: Apis mellifera from Cumnor Hill; Gryllus from Gilles San
Martin; Drosophila from Shutterstock; Blattella from James Castner; Formica rufa
from Michal Kukla. (C) Path integration (orange line) and systematic search (black
line). (D) Sensory information required by path integration. (E) Visual homing (F)
Route following. All species are labelled with colour-coded boxes (colour are matched
with that in (C)-(F)), where filled box means evidence has been found in that specie’s
performing certain navigation behaviour.
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the previously visited food sites. One can confirm that an animal has a path integrator

if after the animal has been displaced to another unfamiliar location, it can travel a

certain distance in the direction pointing to the position where the nest should have

been [50] [4] (see Figure 2.1C). Many insects have been observed to use this strategy,

like in ants [48] [51], honeybees [52] (for a review of path integration in ants and bees

see [53]), in shield bugs [54] [55], in crickets [56], in cockroaches [57] and also in fruit

flies [58].

To continuously update home vector, path integration requires two sources of sen-

sory information: a stable compass tracking the direction and a measurement of the

distance travelled (see also Figure 2.1D):

For the compass, since Karl von Frisch [49] first showed that polarised light can

served as a directional reference for honeybees, usage of this celestial cue have also

been observed in other insects like desert ants [51], monarch butterflies [59], honeybees

[60], crickets [61], locust [62] and fruit flies [63]. Taking this cue as the compass is

reliable because the polarised light source is located at an infinite distance (or strictly

very far away) from the animal so will not change when the animal translates but will

vary during rotational motion. Behavioural studies in dung beetles revealed that aside

from polarised light other celestial cues such as sun position [64]–[66], spectral and

intensity cues [65] in an integrated way with polarised pattern. The Milky Way [67]

[68] and the moon position [69] can also be used for orientation. In addition, evidence

from insects has also shown the usage of magnetic for navigation [70]–[72] (and for a

recent review see [73]), but whether and how this cue contributes to PI remains unclear.

For the odometer measuring the travelled distance, Wittlinger et.al [74] [75] nicely

showed that distance estimation in ant is generated by integrating the number of steps.

Another mechanism applied by insects to measure distance is called optic flow wherein

the rate at which the visual information moves across insects’ retina when they are trav-

elling in their environment is calculated. This mechanism is usually applied by flying

insects like honeybees [76] [77] (where the result of their path integration is obtained

by observing the waggling dance that conveys the location (direction and distance) of

the food site), sweet bees [10] and moth [78] while walking insects like ants shown to
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use both the step counting and optic flow [79] [80] (although ants appeared to ignore

the lateral optic flow [81]). Interestingly, when measuring the distance, a functional

compass appeared to be needed [82] [83]. To summarise, walking insects like ants

apply two mechanisms: step counting and optic flow while flying insects rely on optic

flow only, and the celestial compass is necessary for distance estimation.

2.1.2 Visual Navigation

Visual information also plays an important role in insect navigation. Studies have

shown that many insects use visual memory to return to a specific place, such as their

nest or a regular feeding site. For example, cockroaches can visually learn the loca-

tions of the shelters [84], and fruit flies [85] and crickets [86] are able to use visual

cues to locate the cool spot within a hot environment. Visual information seems more

vital for social hymenopterans (central-place foraging insects) like ants and bees in

the context of navigation, and a large part of the behavioural data that supports the

use of vision in navigation are in these animals. Given the mechanisms involved in

visual navigation, it appeared to be two distinct types- called visual homing and route

following (or in [87] termed positional image-match and alignment image-matching

respectively). Evidence also showed that ants may select different visual navigation

strategies according to their current visual context (i.e, On or Off-route) [18].

2.1.2.1 Visual Homing

As reviewed in [88], the simplest visual navigation mechanism applied by insects is

to take visual features as the beacons guiding the agent to pinpoint a specific location,

which is the so called beacon aiming. Then the more impressive strategy named visual

homing is to store the view at the locations of the goal for later image matching. This

visual navigation behaviour has been observed in a wide range of insects (for review

see [89]), for instance, honeybees [90] [14], wasp [91], ants (desert ant [92] and wood

ant [93]) use this to approach the nest or feeding site, or approach the habitual route

[94] [18] (see Figure 2.1E). In addition, visual homing can also account for station

keeping behaviour in hoverflies [95] and waterstriders [96] (as reviewed in [87]).
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2.1.2.2 Route Following

Another way of using visual information to navigation is to recall an appropriate

view memory at a certain location, and then realign the current view with the recalled

view to compute a turn angle so that the agent can recapitulate its habitual direction

(see Figure 2.1F). This is the so called route following that allows insects fast and

robustly travelling between a rewarded food site and the nest. Evidences of insects’

possessing this behaviour have been found in desert ant (Cataglyphis [97] [98] [99]

and Melophorus [100]), wood ants [101] [102] and bees [103]. These visual routes are

stored as long-term memories that can last for the entire lifetime of ants [104].

2.1.3 Olfactory Navigation

As we may have experienced how annoying the mosquitoes are when we are enjoy-

ing the summer evening. Like other insects, mosquitoes use olfactory cues to localise

the ’food’, i.e., they are attracted by carbon dioxide exhaled by us and living ani-

mals [105]. Likewise, examples of insects use olfactory cues for navigation are widely

existed across different insect species in different states (larvae or adult), among which

the most classical one is the ants use pheromone trails to recruit foragers to a food

site [106] [107]. Another mechanism of using olfactory has been intensively studied

is the chemotaxis behaviour of Drosophila larva [108] [109]. Other examples could

be found in pheromone plume tracking of moth [110], homing route memorising in

desert ants [111], etc. Further, olfactory navigation usually involves the wind shap-

ing the spatiotemporal distribution of the odour concentration. Thus when navigation,

insects also sensed the wind direction and take both the perceived odour and wind

direction into account to make navigational decisions. Like the odour-gated upwind

following behaviours observed in ants [112] [113] [21] and flies [114]. Evidence also

suggested more sophisticated mechanisms that combing olfactory cue with other cues

like vision to navigate (for review see [115]).
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2.1.4 Systematic Search

When all other guidance systems are not available (e.g., naive ants in a visually

unfamiliar environment without forming home vector), insects will perform the sys-

tematic search as the last resort to find familiar terrain. During the search, the animal

loops in directions while frequently returning to the starting point and then start a

new and larger searching loop [116] [117]. As a rudimentary behaviour, many in-

sects have been observed to apply systematic search when they ’get lost’, for instance,

in desert ant (Cataglyphis [116] [118], Melophorus [119]), desert isopod and cock-

roach [118], honeybees [120], etc. However, whether a separated system is needed to

realise systematic search is still unclear because systematic search could be regarded

as the spontaneous result of path integration memory’s repeatedly accumulating and

releasing near the zero-state [10], [27]. Maybe there is also no need for the insects to

detect ’lost’ as the searching behaviour can also be driven by the motor-control system

(e.g., modelled by a central pattern generator) when this is no any significant input.

2.1.5 Interactions of Multiple Guidance Systems

As introduced in the previous sections, the fact that insects possess multiple guid-

ance systems (path integration, visual navigation, olfactory navigation and systematic

search) for navigation raises the question of how do these subsystems interact with

each other? Also as the objective of this thesis is to build a unified model that can

account for the multi-guidance coordination, behavioural studies investigating the in-

teractions of different navigation behaviours will act as the benchmark of this study.

Data on the integration of navigational strategies are therefore reviewed in this section.

First of all, the basic and natural reason for insects’ developing different strategies

for navigation may be that they are living in different environments. The best strat-

egy for a specific specie should be indeed suitable for the environment it lives in. For

instance, desert ants living in visually barren landscapes like the salt pans rely primar-

ily on PI [51] [121] while ants living in relatively cluttered visual environments only

follow PI for half of the home vector distance [50] [122] and can even ignore PI out-

put [123] when released in visually familiar sites. It seems that the degree to which
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insect relies on visual cues correlates with the richness of available landmarks [122].

This idea could be extended and generalised to support the hypothesis that the weight-

ing of each guidance system when integrated to steer the animal is determined by the

certainty of that cue. This view of optimal cue integration contrasts the idea of dom-

inance hierarchy proposed by Karl von Frisch [124] (as cited by [125]) and followed

by Cruse et.al [126]. However, behavioural studies have provided more evidence sup-

porting the hypothesis of optimal cue integration rather than the dominance hierarchy.

These studies were inspired by two predictions that optimally integrating multiple cues

can make (for review see [125]):

First, when cues are placed in conflict, an intermediated output should be taken

(see Figure 2.2 for the summarised evidence of optimal cue integration in insect navi-

gation behaviour). As in Figure 2.2A, ants Cataglyphis fortis were trained to visit the

feeder and then return to the nest marked by a landmark, and then were taken to the

test filed where the landmark was placed in different distances from the feeder (see

the green squares in Figure 2.2A(b) (f)) that is side away from the habitual route. The

ants’ courses gradually deviated toward the landmark as the home vector was run off.

This results suggested that ants weighted the directions from PI and VN according

to the state of PI [6]. Similar data have also been found in Melophorus bagoti [121]

with higher weighting attached to VN. In [7], the state of PI was also manually altered

(as shown in Figure 2.2B), ants (Cataglyphis fortis) were trained to approach a feeder

marked by a landmark through two segments of the route: a straight path with 10m

length shaped by a channel and an immediate left-turn after getting out of the chan-

nel. When testing, all the trained ants start their foraging trip in the channel but were

displaced forward by 0m (iii), 4m (ii) or 8m (i) to format different length of the home

vector when they get out of the channel. Foraging trajectories of ants demonstrated

that they combine the direction recommended by PI and VN. Similar results have also

been observed in Cataglyphis velox [8] as shown in Figure 2.2C, ants were trained

to foraging and homing in a narrow corridor, and when testing, the trained ants were

captured at the positions with different distances from the feeder to alter the length of

the home vector, and then were released at the releasing point. The initial headings of
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the homing ants were recorded. The results demonstrated that the ants optimally inte-

grate directions from PI and VN. The authors in [8] further showed that the weighting

of PI when combined with VN can be estimated by the length of the home vector,

i.e., the length of the home vector determines the certainty of PI in the hypothesis of

optimal integration. Differs from the above studies where the integration of PI and

VN was investigated by altering the length of the home vector (i.e., the certainty of

PI), behavioural experiments in [9] was conducted by changing the certainty of visual

navigation to explore ants’ cue integration behaviour. As shown in Figure 2.2D, zero

(without PI memory) and full (with PI memory) vector ants that have been trained in

advance (Melophorus bagoti) were released at three different releasing points (RP1,

RP2 and RP3) with increasing distances from the nest. Zero vector ants released at

RP1 and RP2 still have preferred homing orientation but not at RP3. Because, as qual-

itatively assumed, the VN based on the terrestrial cues becomes less reliable as the

distance from the nest increases (quantitative analyses will be addressed in this model,

see 3.2.2). However full vector ants released at RP3 still have a significant initial head-

ing preference recommended by PI. At RP2 and RP1, the initial heading orientation

appeared to be generated by optimally integrating PI and VN according to their cer-

tainty (see Figure 2.2D). In a word, all these data support the hypothesis that PI and

VH are optimally integrated and the weighting of PI and VH, when combined, can be

determined by the length of the home vector and the visual familiarity respectively.

Second, adding more cues into guidance system brings precision as proven by [127]

[128]. Figure 2.2A(a) and (b) show one example of this prediction, whereby the addi-

tion of a visual landmark close to the goal produced homing paths that converged more

tightly around the habitual route compared to that of no landmark placed at the nest.

This has been confirmed again in two species of Australian desert ant [129]. Steck

et.al [130] also found that with both the olfactory and visual information available, the

searching pattern of Cataglyphis fortis will be more concentrated.

The hypothesis that multiple guidance systems operate simultaneously and opti-

mally coordinate the paths of insects to the goal location is the basis of this modelling

study.
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Figure 2.2: Evidence supporting optimal cue integration of PI and VN in insect
navigation. (A) The competition of path integration and landmark. Black curves de-
pict the homing routes of ants and black dots indicate the start of searching. Figure is
adapted from [6]. (B) Competition between visual cue and path integration. Homing
paths are shown in the same way as in (A). Note the compromised direction taken by
the ants in (i) and (ii). Figure is adapted from [7]. (C) Cue combination of path integra-
tion and visual navigation. As the length of home vector increase, the integrated output
shifts to the direction PI indicated. Figure is adapted from [8]. (D) Cue combination
of path integration and visual navigation by varying certainty of visual cues. Figure is
adapted from [9].
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Note that other formats of multi-guidance interactions (e.g., PI acts as the reference

for learning flights of bees [131] and learning walks of ants [132]) are beyond the scope

of this study, so will not be discussed in details (but for a recent review introducing

many formats of multimodal interactions in insect navigation see [115]).

2.2 Neurobiology- Neural Circuits for Navigation

Unlike the rich understanding of insect navigation behaviours, the evidence and

knowledge of the neural substrates underlying these complex navigation behaviours are

relatively lacking. But fortunately, now the focus of attention in understanding insect

navigation has shifted to the exploration of neural basis [12], together with known data

across different insect species, meaningful interpretations and hypothesis can be made

to guide future research and modelling. This section will introduce the anatomical and

physiological data related to navigation behaviour.

To understand the neural basis of insect navigation, the first step was made in 1967

by Vowels who found that lesions of the tract between optic ganglia and the mushroom

body (MB) affect wood ants’ performance in T-maze task [133], followed by a similar

study on cockroach [134], where cockroach with bilaterally ablated MB lost the visual

learning ability to locate a cold spot within a hot environment. And then this experi-

mental scenario was conducted in fruit flies (Drospohila), astonishingly revealing the

crucial role of CX (central complex, another brain region in insects) instead of MB

in visual place learning [85]. These studies suggested that both MB and CX plays a

role in insect navigation, and in fact, they are two of the most distinct and intensively

studied neuropil related to navigation in the insect brain, thus focus of this review will

be attached to the CX and MB that will be introduced in the following two subsections.

2.2.1 Central Complex

As shown in Figure 2.3, the CX originated over 400 million years ago is in the

midline of insect central brain. This brain region is conserved across a wide range

of insects (locust: [135] [136], fruit fly: [137], dung beetle: [138], cockroach: [139],
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bees: [140], moth: [141]) and has changed little over time [142] [143]. The CX has the

same substructure across different species, consisting of the fan-shaped body (FB in

Drosophila, equivalent to central body upper (CBU) in locust/moth/butterfly), ellipsoid

body (EB in Drosophila, equivalent to central body lower (CBL) in locust/moth/butterfly),

protocerebral bridge (PB) and a pair of noduli. The neuroarchitecture of the CX is

rather unique that the horizontal layers intersect the 16-18 vertical columns (fruit fly

has 18 column in the PB while other insects like the locust has 16, as shown in Fig-

ure 2.3C,E) [45] [142] [135] [144] [145] (see also Figure 2.3E). Each column inner-

vated by specific type of column cell existing in sets of 8-9 neurons in each hemi-

sphere [45] [11].

As a crucial part in the central brain of insects, the CX plays many functional roles

in different behavioural tasks (for reviews see [146] [147] and [13]). This review will

focus on the navigation-related functions of the CX.

2.2.1.1 Heading Direction System

The first evidence revealing that the CX playing a role in navigation is the dis-

covered neural pathway that is sensitive to the polarised-light (for reviews see [148]

and [149]). As introduced in Chapter 2.1.1, polarised light is a crucial cue for insect

orientation. And specifically, the direction of polarised light is sensed by sets of om-

matidia in the dorsal rim area (DRA) of the compound eye. Then the information is

processed in the optic lobe and sent to the inner brain area (see the neural pathway of

DRME via AOTU to BU and finally targets the CX in Figure 2.3B). [150] has shown

that in PB, the POL neuron’s tuning correlates with its anatomical position. Similar

properties have been directly observed in the CX of Drosophila, [151] showing that

neurons in the EB of the CX (’wedge’ neurons) encode the heading direction com-

bined both the cue from visual and self-motion and this heading representation can be

maintained in the darkness. Follow on studies [152] [153] [154] proposed that P-EN

(’tile’ neurons, also CL2 in other species), P-EG, E-PG (’wedge’ neurons, also CL1a in

other species) in the CX form a ring attractor network that can continuously update the

fly’s heading direction by integrating the angular velocity and the visual stimuli. Very
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Figure 2.3: The anatomy and proposed function of CX and MB in insect brain.
(A) The CX and MB in sweat bee (Megalopta genalis, picture is adapted from [10]).
Pictures of brain region (and in (B)) are from InsectBrainDatabase. (B) The neural
pathway of polarised light. (C) The CX of Drosophila. Picture of fly is from Shut-
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the fruit fly’s heading direction system, highlighting how the angular velocity shifts
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EB. (E). The summary of the CX’s functional role in insect navigation. (F) The sum-
mary of the MB’s valence encoding through reinforcement learning with the visual and
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recent studies [155] [156] also reveal how the neural plasticity in the heading direction

system transform visual features rapidly to the ’bump’ of the activation and how that

enables the integration of multiple cues to a single heading representation. Pisokas

et.al [157] further demonstrated the commonalities and differences of RA heading di-

rection circuit across species [149] by modelling two different species (fly and locust)

based on the known anatomy data.

To summarise, the heading direction system in the CX is a ring attractor network

with recurrent excitation, global inhibition and one-slice offset connection enabling

’bump’ shifting driven by the rotational movements (see Figure 2.3D). This heading

system appeared to be ubiquitous in insects (dung beetle [158], butterfly [159], bees

[10] and cockroach [158]) and also in mammalian [160] [161] so may be a conserved

circuit for animal to establish a reliable internal heading representation underlying

varies navigation behaviours.

2.2.1.2 Candidate for Insect Navigation Centre

Except from the polarised light, vision and proprioceptive cues used in heading

direction system, evidences have shown that the CX also receives other processed sen-

sory inputs, like the mechanosensory cue from the wings and antennae [162], the spa-

tial orientation memory [163] and also the action selection [164]. Moreover, the CX

also takes part in the locomotion control (for a early review see [165]). This was

further proven by the lesion of the CX caused the locomotion failure in Drosophila

[166] [167]. Recent study on cockroach has greatly push forward the understanding

of the CX in locomotion control [168] [169] [170] [171] [172], among which [172]

is a milestone which demonstrated that neuron activity in the CX predict and cause

specific movements of the cockroach. Taken together, as illustrated in Figure 2.3E,

this all make the CX very suitable for navigation computing as navigation per se is a

sensory-motor process [12] [13] [173].
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2.2.2 The Mushroom Bodies

Researches have also suggested that the pair of neuropils in the insect mid-brain

known as the Mushroom bodies also play an important role in navigation. One moti-

vation for Vowels’s MB lesion experiment [133] is the early suggestion that MB may

be involved in insects’ complex cognitive processes [174]. Then direct correlations

between the foraging efficiency and size of MB has been reported, which is the rem-

iniscent of the widely existed phenomena that insects with great navigation ability

usually have larger MB and more complex structure in the input projecting area (as

reviewed in [175]). Then follow on evidences demonstrated that the lifespan volume

and structure changes in MB may be due to the increased memory demands related

to the navigation tasks in social insects (bees: [176] [177] [178]; ants: [179] [180];

wasps: [181]). Direct evidence have proven the essential role played by the MBs in ol-

factory memory processing in Drosophila (for reviews [182]). Although many studies

have reported the larger visual input projected to the MB in insects that rely on visual

information for navigation (bees: [183] [184]; ants: [179]; wasps: [185]; beetles: [186];

butterflies: [187] and moth: [188]), not until very recent has direct evidence been pub-

lished to confirm the role of MB in insects’ visual navigation [189] [190] [191].

The MB consists of calyx, pedunculus and lobes ( [192], see Figure 2.3A) which is

a good example of ’structure determines function’ in biology system, as its anatomical

architecture is very suitable for storing a large amount of memory patterns. In the con-

text of associative olfactory memory in Drosophila, each PN samples a small number

of AL glomeruli and innervate a large number of Kenyon cells (KCs) in the calyx.

Each KC is innervated by several PNs and then all the KCs converge in parallel to a

few MB output neurons (MBONs) [192]. The KC act as a coincidence detector and the

whole MB circuitry can be regarded as a valence calculator [193], wherein KCs only

response to specific PNs activation patterns and then innervate the MBONs via plas-

tic synapses mediated by the reinforcing signal associated with the specific stimulus

(like sugar or electronic shock), leading to an association between specific olfactory

pattern and stimulus. This associative learning is still reasonable and effective if the

input patterns derived from visual information rather than olfactory [173], wherein the
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reinforcing signal provided by the training state and the MBON output indicates the

familiarity (valence) of the presented view (see more in Chapter 2.3).

To summarise, as depicted in Figure 2.3F, the MB is a valence calculator that can

tell the animal how good is the currently presented stimuli, and this signal can biases

the animal’s memory-based decision-making like ’should I keep going this direction?’

in the context of navigation.

2.3 Modelling- from Neural Circuits to Behaviours

As another important complementary tool to understand insect navigation, compu-

tational modelling has an extensive history from the models at the conceptual or algo-

rithmic level to the recent models more constrained by known anatomical and physical

data. Computation modelling in insect navigation bridges the gap from the neural data

to the behaviour [173] [46], usually bringing meaningful insights impractical to be

obtained from direct neuron recordings.

This section will briefly review the modelling works of insect navigation but with

particular focus on two recent seminal works (PI model in [10], and RF model in [17])

that this work mainly based on.

2.3.1 Modelling Path Integration

As the most widely existed navigation mechanism among animals, the modelling

study of PI started first. Modelling PI is to modelling the updating and reading of the

home vector, Jander [194], H. Mittelstaedt and M.L. Mittelstaedt [195] first proposed

their PI model, followed by many other PI models ( [43] [196] [197] [198] [199] [200])

choosing different reference frames (egocentric vs. geocentric), using different coordi-

nation system (static vs. dynamic vectorial basis and Cartesian vs. polar). As reviewed

and analysed in [201] [202] [4] and noise-tolerance testing in [203], the most efficient,

reliable and natural way to model the insect PI is to update home vector by applying

a static-vectorial representation in the Cartesian coordinates (generally, the vector can

be projected onto more than two axes) with allocentric distance (speed) and geocen-
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tric direction sensing. Based on this idea, the speed in each axis (direction) can be

accumulated and then the home vector can be calculated by vector summation. This

representation appeared to be biologically plausible as the heading direction cells (see

Chapter 2.2.1.1) in an insect are arranged in an array of 8 neurons (corresponded to

8 Cartesian axes) with different direction preferences. Stone et.al [10] further proved

this and a PI model constrained by anatomical data that can account for behavioural

data was proposed, standing for the state-of-the-art understanding of insect PI system.

In that PI model [10], as illustrated in Figure 2.4A, for updating home vector, the

key component is the identified a set of neurons (CPU4) integrating the direction signal

at the rate determined by the speed signal and thus the home vector is represented by

the neural activities as sorts of population encoding; for reading the home vector, a set

of identified steering neurons (CPU1) shifted the home vector (CPU4 neuron activity)

to left/right and then the heading direction is subtracted from that left/right-shifted ac-

tivation respectively to get the activation level of the left/right turning neurons, then

these two neurons compete with each other to control the motor. Note that this reading

mechanism well interprets the reason for insects using redundant coordinates (8 rather

than 2 axes) to encode direction is for the ease of readout to generate motion com-

mand. The key contributions of this work fall in: first, a neural mechanism integrating

direction and speed signal; second, the steering circuit that can neurally compares the

current heading and desired heading (in the PI context, the memory of home vector) to

generate ideal motion command (see Figure 2.4B).

2.3.2 Modelling Visual Navigation

To discern the ability of insects to visually return to a place of particular interest

(a feeding site, a nest or a cold spot, etc.), modelling studies try to unravel the basic

information contained in a view from the insect’s perspective that can be used for nav-

igation. For VH (as introduced in Chapter 2.1.2, visual navigation of insects includes

two kinds of strategies: VH and RF), the first attempt was made by Cartwright and Col-

lett [14] [15] where the home vector is calculated based on the comparison between

the features (e.g, the angular position and size of landmarks) extracted from the current
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view and the ’snapshot’ taken at the goal place (the so-called ’snapshot model’, see Fig-

ure 2.4C). Follow on studies have shown that extracting features is not essential, as the

pixel-wise difference between the panoramic reference image and the image sampled

at other locations increase monotonically with the distance from the location where

the reference image was taken [204] (see Figure 2.4D), then homing can be realised by

gradient descent. Other algorithms also make use of different image processing ways

to calculate a home vector to drove homing behaviour like global optic flow [205] (for

review see [206]) and other approaches [207] [208] [209] [210] [211] [212] [213], for

a comparative study of different visual homing models for reproducing crickets’ vi-

sual homing data see [214]. Recently Stone et. al [215] strikingly demonstrated that

frequency encoding of the panoramic view can also realise robust visual homing.

Unlike the VH, all the models will successfully guide the agent homing to the goal

by using just one reference image, for modelling of RF wherein the agent can retrieve

a habitual route (see Chapter 2.1.2.2) meaning to first store multiple views and when

homing recall the appropriate view at the appropriate locations along the route. Early

models took inspirations from the observation of the ants’ characterised behaviour

called learning walks during which the views are suggested to be learnt [216]. Müller

and Wehner [217] found that when departing the nest desert ants will walk spirally

around the nest and at some points stop and turn back whilst facing the nest entrance.

Similar behaviour was also found previously in wood ants [218] that at some discrete

locations, ants fixated the feeder marked by a salient landmark and when walking to

the feeder significant changing of heading was observed as if the ant try to align the

landmarks edges in the field of view to match that of the views stored at the fixating

point. Based on these suggestions, models with the hypothesis that multiple views are

stored in sequence and will be appropriately retrieved during route following are pro-

posed [88] [101] [94]. However, it was proved difficult to use multiple views [219] and

it may be not plausible for insects to store multiple images. Thus Baddeley et al. [220]

built a neural network trained with the views experienced along a training route obviat-

ing the need for sequentially storing and retrieving multiple images. When homing, at

each step, the simulated ants scan the visual world to choose the most familiar direction
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assessed by the trained neural network to go forward. Results showed that this model

can account for many properties of RF behaviour in insects. Based on this model, the

following study [221] further proved that RF behaviour can be guided by a holistic

memory by training the network with more biologically realistic views mimicking the

real ants learning walks in [218] [94]. Using a unified visual familiarity along to guide

the animal to the goal not only produces RF behaviour but in some scenario can op-

erate for VH-like behaviour driving ants from novel locations to the goal [222] [223].

Baddeley et al.’s model [220] provided the first explanation of RF in insect naviga-

tion within a visually complex environment, while Ardin et al. [17] first bio-plausibly

mapped this computation to an insect brain region-MB (for details of MB see Chapter

2.2.2) and shed light on how the visual familiarity can be encoded in a neural circuit to

produce RF behaviour in ants and bees [224]. As depicted in Figure 2.4F, inspired by

the Drosophlia’s olfactory learning, this MB model was trained with the images along

the habitual route to tuning the connecting strength from the KCs to MBON triggered

by the rewarding signal. Thus as introduced in Chapter 2.2.2, the output of the MB

can assess the familiarity of the current view presented. The homing process is just

the same as that of Baddeley et al.’s model [220] with continuously scanning and then

going forward to the most familiar direction.

2.3.3 Modelling Olfactory Navigation

Unlike PI and VN that biologically constrained model has been proposed, for other

mechanisms like the olfactory navigation, currently fewer neural models have been

published including modelling the MB to do olfactory learning in Drosophila [225]

and olfactory searching algorithms across species (for review see [226]). Also, some

abstracted sensory-motor models explaining chemotaxis behaviour of Drosophila lar-

vae [227] [228] [229] [230]. Based on the observed chained casting and surging re-

flex, some mathematical models can reproduce main characteristic patterns of plume-

tracking of moth [231] [78], flying flies [232] and odour-gated unwind following in

walking flies [233] [114]. Indeed, the mechanism underlining the chemotaxis be-

haviour is somehow similar to that of visual homing. In both scenarios, the agent
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senses the strength of the attractive sensory signals (i.e., in chemotaxis, the odour con-

centration and in VH, the visual familiarity) and then by applying a gradient tracking

method the agent can move to the goal location. This similarity allows for the possibil-

ity of explaining odour navigation behaviours by using the model of visual navigation,

which will be verified in this thesis.

2.3.4 Modelling Systematic Search

Some studies suggested that systematic search is a spontaneous behaviour of PI

[203] [10] [27], but mathematical models that can reproduce observed search patterns

[116] [118] [234] [235] can also be useful to uncover the mechanical basis of such

behaviour. Neural model concerning this behaviour is relatively lacking and further

investigation is required to clarify if searching behaviour is a spontaneous result of PI

and the motor-control circuit or it is controlled by a specific neural circuit.

2.3.5 Modelling Multi-guidance Coordination

Although in insect navigation, the interaction of the PI and VN have been observed

in many behavioural studies (see Chapter 2.1.5), to date, there is no bio-plausible

neural model that reveals how this may be implemented in the insect brain. Mod-

elling of these behaviour starts from the classic problem: if insects possess a cogni-

tive map [236] [237] [238]? To answer this question, the key point is to verify if the

visual-based memory (VM) is linked with the vector (PI) to generated a centralise rep-

resentation of the world. Although evidence has shown various forms of interaction

between VN and PI, a decentralised mechanism [126] [239] [125] seems sufficient to

theoretically explain most of the data from insects, especially for the aspects of opti-

mal cue integration [16], arguing that there is no need for insects to have a cognitive

map. As this study focus on the modelling of how guidance from PI and VN can be

optimally integrated to steer insects in the neuron level, only models aiming for this

will be introduced.

Collett [7] first proposed the hypothesis that integrating the direction preferences

from PI and VN approximating the Bayesian optimum [240] and demonstrated how the
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coordination behaviour can be realised without any centralised control. Based on this

a mathematical model was established by [16] to optimally combine the downstream

guidance routine outputs via simple vector summation (see Figure 2.4E) and reproduce

main behavioural findings in cue-conflict experiments of real insects.

2.4 Summary- Current Gaps in Understanding Insect

Navigation
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associative 

learning centre?

？

can
partly explain

Figure 2.5: The summary of the current gaps in understanding insect integration.
Red question marks indicate the current gaps.

Putting together the current knowledge of insect navigation from ethology, mod-

elling and neurobiology with emphasis on PI, VN and their integration raises the prob-

lems that will be tackled in this thesis. As shown in Figure 2.5, we now have rel-

atively well understanding of PI that is believed to operate in the FB of the CX by
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integrating the heading direction from PB and the speed signal from NO [10]. How-

ever, although the current MB model [17] can account for the RF and partial aspects

of the VH behaviour, a unified neural model for replicating all the observed visual

navigation behaviour is still lacking. Another significant gap in understanding insect

navigation behaviour is the multi-guidance coordination system. Behavioural studies

have shown that insects flexibly and robustly solve navigation tasks by applying opti-

mal cue integration [7] [8] [9] [50] and contextual strategy selecting [18]. However,

aside from some mathematical and conceptual models suggesting optimal cue integra-

tion can be implemented by vector summation [16], and CX may use the output from

the MBs to weight cues [241], currently there is no computation model at the neural

level that reveals how this coordination can be realised in an insect brain. As described

in Chapter 2.2, despite increasing neuroanatomical evidence suggesting that the CX

receives sensory inputs and send motor outputs, and thus may coordinate navigation

behaviour [146] [242] [13], a computational model explaining how this is achieved by

the neural circuitry has yet to be developed. The MBs are believed to be the associative

learning centre of insects, but the neural mechanism interpreting how MBs cooperate

with the CX to generate contextual behavioural still needs investigation.

Understanding insect navigation is to map the specific behavioural to the corre-

sponding neural circuit and understand the mechanical computation that a neural cir-

cuit can conduct. With sensory information, body movements and ecology involved,

this is a multi-level problem [46] where a computation modelling can play a useful role

to bridge the gap from the neural circuits to the behaviours.
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Chapter 3

Modelling Visual Navigation-How

Frequency Encoding Allows for Visual

Homing and Route Following

Current VN models based on the MB architecture (see Chapter 2.3.2) can repli-

cate RF behaviours whereby insects visually recognise the direction previously trav-

elled at the same (or approximate) position [17] [224], and some studies [222] [221]

also showed that this mechanism can also operate for VH-like behaviours (i.e., guide

the agent to the goal from a novel location). However, there are still several prob-

lems challenge this model, for example, a mental re-alignment process lacking bio-

logical interpretation of is required, sometimes it is sensitive and not robust [223],

and more importantly, the current MB model cannot account for the behavioural data

in [243] [100] [50] [99] [18] where instead of going to the direction predicted by the

above model, ants appeared to go directly back to their habitual route from novel loca-

tions following a displacement (e.g. after being blown off course by a gust of wind).

Furthermore, Wystrach et.al [18] suggested that ants may apply different visual navi-

gation strategies On and Off route. Thus a novel model that can allow for not only the

VH and RF behaviours but also the strategy selecting mechanism is needed. This chap-

ter presents a unified model based on the frequency encoding of the visual information

to interpret the VH and RF behaviours in insects. The strategy selecting belongs to the

multiple guidance coordination system so will be presented in Chapter 5.
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3.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 2.1.2.2, RF is one of the most crucial mechanisms in in-

sect navigation behaviour whereby remembered homing direction can be recalled at

appropriate locations when homing, also plays a role in insect navigation; Visual hom-

ing (see Chapter 2.1.2.1) is another important guidance according to the behavioural

data, whereby foragers derive a homing signal by comparing the difference between

current and stored views (for reviews see [89] [87]). Yet, a key gap in our understand-

ing remains. Contemporary VM models based on the MBs can replicate realistic RF

behaviours in complex visual environments (ant environments: [244] [17], bee envi-

ronments: [224]) but do not generalise to visual homing scenarios whereby the animal

must return directly to familiar terrain from novel locations (ants: [50], bees: [245],

wasps: [246]). Storing multiple nest-facing views before foraging, inspired by ob-

served learning walks in ants [217] [132] and flights in bees and wasps [247] [248],

provides a potential solution [222] [221], but simulation studies have found this ap-

proach to be brittle due to high probabilities of aligning with the wrong memory caus-

ing catastrophic errors [223]. Moreover, ants released perpendicularly to their familiar

route do not generally align with their familiar visual direction as predicted by the

above algorithms [18], but instead move directly back towards the route [243] [100]

[50] [99] [18], which would require a multi-stage mental alignment of views for cur-

rent models. New computational hypothesis are thus required that can guide insects

directly back to their route (often moving perpendicularly to the habitual path), but

also allow for the route direction to be recovered (now aligned with the habitual path)

upon arrival at familiar surroundings (see Figure 2.1E, F).
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3.2 Results

3.2.1 Frequency Encoding Can Serve as the Information Basis for

VH and RF

To verify if the frequency encoded vision contains the required information we

need to model the visual navigation, the amplitudes and phase components of fre-

quency coefficients (using Zernike moments, for details see Chapter 3.3.3) are tested

across the simulated 3D world (shown in Figure 3.8). Note that the more standard

(compared to Zernike moments) Fourier transform could be a choice with some spe-

cific preprocessing [215]: the amplitude coefficients of the Fourier transform on the

x- and y- changing coordinates traced from the 2D shape of the skyline can be a ro-

tational invariant signature to recognise views. But this method can not work for the

view under foliage where the sky does not clearly form a single area, i.e., the outline

of the skyline is not a single continuous curve. Another generalised Fourier transform

on the sphere called spherical harmonics (SH) can also be used [249] but ZMs in our

current settings (the visual environment and the only yaw-rotation involved motion)

outperformed SH. Therefore, to be more robust and strong to justify the concept of

frequency encoding based visual navigation, Zernike moments was selected.

Figure 3.1 demonstrates that the frequency encoded view contains the information:

1) like the RMS image difference (see Figure 2.4D) increasing monotonically with dis-

tance from the referencing locations, that can drive gradient-descent homing without

continuous re-alignment. 2) angular cue in the panoramic view for later on compare to

get the angular difference and thus drive a turn to replicate the route. This information

provides the basis for our VH and RF model.

3.2.2 Mushroom Bodies as Drivers of Visual Homing

For ants to return directly to their familiar route after a sideways displacement

(Figure 2.1E) without continuous mental or physical realignment they require ac-

cess to rotational invariant visual cues. [215] recently demonstrated that binary im-

ages of panoramic skylines converted into their frequency components can provide
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Information Content of Frequency Encoded Panoramic Views

Heading Recommended By ZM-phase Matching

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

Difference Between Route ZM-mags and Test ZM-mags

Figure 3.1: The amplitudes and phase information of frequency encoded
panoramic view. Left: heat-map of the minimal difference of the frequency am-
plitudes between the panoramic images sampled at meshed locations across the world
with random headings and the locations on the arc-shape habitual route. Right: quiver
plot of the directions determined by the angular difference between the frequency en-
coded view phase sampled across the locations with random headings and that of the
images sampled on the route.

such a rotationally-invariant encoding of scenes in a compact form (see Chapter 3.3.3

for an introduction to frequency transformations of images). Moreover, they demon-

strated that the difference between the rotationally invariant features (the amplitudes

of the frequency coefficients) between two locations increases monotonically with dis-

tance producing an error surface reminiscent of the image difference surfaces reported

by [204] (and also see Figure 2.4D) which can guide an agent back to familiar terrain.

Here we investigate whether the MB neuropils shown capable of assessing the visual

valence of learned rotationally-varying panoramic skylines for RF [17] [224], might

instead assess the visual valence of rotationally-invariant properties of views sampled

along a familiar route supporting visual homing.

To this end, the intensity sensitive input neurons of [17]’s MB model are replaced

with input neurons encoding rotational invariant amplitudes (Figure 3.2 left, blue

panel). The network is trained along an 11m curved route in a simulated world that

mimics the training regime of ants in [18] (see Chapter 3.3 and Chapter 3.3.5.1 for

details on simulated world, image processing, model architecture and training and test

regime).
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Figure 3.2: The MB neural model for VH. Rotational-invariant amplitudes are input
to the MB calyx which are then projected to the Kenyon cells (KCs) before conver-
gence onto the MB output neuron (MBON) which seeks to memorise the presented
data via reinforcement learning based plasticity (for more details see Chapter 3.3.4.2)
(MB circuit: left panels). SMP neurons measure positive increases in visual novelty
(through input from the MBON) which causes a shift between the current heading
(green cells) and desired headings (red cells) in the rings of the CX (SMP pathway
between MB and CX: centre panel; CX circuit: right panels). The CX-based steering
circuit then computes the relevant turning angle. Example activity profiles are shown
for an increase in visual novelty, causing a shift in desired heading and a command to
change direction. Each model component in all figures is labelled with a shaded star
to indicate what aspects are new versus those incorporated from previous models (see
legend in upper left).

After training, the firing rate of the MB output neuron (MBON) when placed at lo-

cations across the environment at random orientations reveals a gradient that increases

monotonically with distance from the familiar route area, providing a homing signal

sufficient for VH independent of the animal’s orientation (Figure 3.3C).
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Figure 3.3: The steering circuit underlying the motor output for VH. (A) Schematic
of the steering circuit function. First the summed differences between the impact of 45
◦left and right turns on the desired heading and the current heading are computed. By
comparing the difference between the resultant activity profiles allows an appropriate
steering command to be generated. (B) Schematic of the visual homing model. When
visual novelty drops (t − 2 to t − 1) the desired heading is an unshifted copy of the
current heading so the current path is maintained but when the visual novelty increases
(t − 1 to t) the desired heading is shifted from the current heading. (C) The firing
rate of the MBON sampled across locations at random orientations is depicted by the
heat-map showing a clear gradient leading back to the route. The grey curve shows the
habitual route along which ants were trained. RP (release point) indicates the position
where real ants in [18] were released after capture at the nest (thus zero-vector) and
from which simulations were started. The ability of the VH model to generate realistic
homing data is shown by the initial paths of simulated ants which closely match those
of real ants (see inserted polar plot showing the mean direction and 95% confidential
interval), and also the extended exampled path shown (red line). Note that once the
agent arrives in the vicinity of the route, it appears to meander due the flattening of
visual novelty gradient and the lack of directional information.

Motor output is then generated by connecting the MBON to a steering network

recently located in the fan-shaped body (FB/CBU) of the CX that functions by min-

imising the difference between the animal’s current and desired headings [10] (see also
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Chapter 2.3.1). [10]’s key insight was that the anatomically observed shifts of activity

in the columnar neurons that encode the desired heading in essence simulate 45◦ turns

left and right, and thus by comparing the summed differences between the activity

profiles of these predicted headings to the current heading then the appropriate turning

command can be computed (see Figure 3.3A). We adopt this circuit as the basis for

computing steering commands for all strategies as suggested by [13].

In the proposed VH model the current heading input to the steering circuit uses

the same celestial global compass used in [10]’s PI model. Insects track their orienta-

tion through head-direction cells [151] whose concurrent firing pattern forms a single

bump of activity that shifts around the ring as the animal turns (measured through

local visual [152] [154], global visual [150] and proprioceptive [151] cues). Neu-

roanatomical data [153] [250] [157] supports theoretical predictions [251] [252] that

the head-direction system of insects follows a ring attractor (RA) connectivity pattern

characterised by local excitatory interconnections between direction selective neurons

and global inhibition. In this work, the global compass RA network is not modelled

directly but rather we simulate its sinusoidal activity profile in a ring of I-TB1 (locusts

and ∆7 of flies) neurons found in the PB (Figure 3.2 green ring).

A desired heading is then generated by copying the current activity pattern of the

global compass neurons to a new neural ring which we speculate could reside in either

a distinct subset of I-TB1 neurons [253] or in the FB. Crucially, the copied activity pro-

file also undergoes a leftward shift proportional to any increase in visual novelty (a sim-

ilar shifting mechanisms has been proposed for the head-direction system [152] [154])

which we propose is measured by neurons in the superior medial protocerebrum (SMP,

where the MBONs converged to and has known connections with the CX.) [193] [254]

(see Figure 3.2 centre and activity of red rings). The result is a mechanism that rec-

ommends changing direction when the agent moves away from familiar terrain (visual

novelty increases) but recommends little change to the current heading when the vi-

sual novelty is decreasing (see Figure 3.3B for a schematic of the VH mechanism).

We note that there is a distinction between a ring network which describes a group of

neurons whose pattern of activity forms a circular representation regardless of actual
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physical arrangement and RA networks which follow a specific connectivity pattern

(all modelled RAs labelled in figures). Taken together the model iteratively refines it’s

orientation to descend the visual novelty gradient and thus recover familiar terrain (see

Figure 3.2 for full model).

Figure 3.3C demonstrates that the proposed network accurately replicates both the

directed initial paths as in [18] (see the inserted black arrow, a t-test between the simu-

lation and real data was conducted and no significant difference was found (P=0.764 ¿

0.05)), and extended homing paths as in [50] observed in ants displaced to novel loca-

tions perpendicular to their familiar routes. We note that upon encountering the route

the model is unable to distinguish the direction in which to travel and thus meanders

back and forth along the familiarity valley, unlike real ants, demonstrating the need for

additional route recognition and recovery capabilities.

In addition, the performance of MB’s encoding ability then is evaluated by chang-

ing the value of highest order of frequency coefficients (thus the number of the coef-

ficients also changed as we use the components from the lowest order to the defined

highest one). Results in Figure 3.4 demonstrate that as long as the enough frequency

components are used to train MB network, the number of KCs does not have significant

effects on the encoding performance, implying that information of the panoramic view

should be encoded by at least 81 frequency component without losing the main feature

and 1000 KCs is enough for encoding the route memory (here marked by 20 images).

Note that the requirement of the number of KCs depends largely on the number of

images needed to be remembered by the network (memory capacity).
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Figure 3.4: Evaluating MB model for encoding the visual familiarity. The heat-
maps of the visual familiarity measured by the MBON neurons. The first row shows
the results of the MB network with 4000 KCs but with various number of frequency
components 36, 49 and 81. The second row depicts the results for 81 frequency com-
ponents with 1000, 2000 and 3000 KCs. Last row lists other results with the parameter
from left to right: (64, 4000), (100, 4000), (81, 5000). 1000 KCs is the fewest to
guarantee good model performance.

3.2.3 Route Following in the Insect Brain

The model described above can guide insects back to their familiar route area, but

lacks the means to recover the route direction upon arrival as observed in homing in-

sects. This is not surprisingly as VH relies upon translationally-varying but rotational-

invariant information whereas RF requires rotationally-varying cues. Thus we intro-

duce a new elemental guidance system that makes use of the rotationally-varying phase

coefficients of the frequency information derived from the panoramic skyline which
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tracks the orientation of specific features of the visual surroundings (see Chapter 3.3).

Here we ask whether by associating the rotationally invariant amplitudes (shown use-

ful for place recognition) with the rotationally-varying phases experienced at those

locations, insects might recover the familiar route direction.

Neuroanatomical data with which to constrain a model remains sparse and there-

fore a standard artificial neural network (ANN) architecture is used to investigate the

utility of phase-based route recovery with biological plausibility discussed in more de-

tail below. A 3-layer ANN was trained to associate the same 81 rotational-invariant

amplitudes as used in the VH model with the rotational varying phase value of sin-

gle frequency coefficient experienced when travelling along the habitual route which

we encode in an 8 neuron-ring (see Fig. 3.5A and Chapter 3.3.4.3 for detailed model

description). Thus, when the route is revisited the network should output the orienta-

tion that the phase converged upon when at the same location previously, which we

note is not necessarily aligned with the actual heading of the animal (e.g. it may track

the orientation to vertical bar [151]). Realignment is possible using the same steering

mechanism as described above but which seeks to reduce the offset between the cur-

rent phase readout (e.g. a local compass locked onto visual features of the animals

surroundings), and the recalled phase readout from the ANN.

We speculate that the most likely neural pathways for the new desired and current

headings are from Optic Lobe via Anterior Optic Tubercle (AOTU) and Bulb (BU) to

EB (CBL) of the CX [255] [256] (see Figure 3.5) with the desired heading terminating

in the EB whereas the current heading continues to the PB forming a local compass that

sits beside the global compass used by PI and VH systems. This hypothesis is further

supported by the recently identified parallel pathways from OL via AOTU to the CX

in Drosophila [257]. That’s to say that, firstly, there are two parallel pathways forming

two compass systems- the global (here based on celestial cues) and the local (based on

terrestrial cues) compasses modelled by the activation of I-TB1 and II-TB1 neurons

respectively. Four classes of CL1 neurons (or E-PG and P-EG neurons) [258] [33] and

three classes of independent TB1 neurons [253] have been identified that provide po-

tential sites for the parallel recurrent loops encoding independent local and global com-
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Figure 3.5: Phase-based neural model of RF. The visual pathway from the optic lobe
via AOTU and Bulb to EB of the CX is modelled by a fully connected artificial neural
network (ANN) with one hidden layer. The input layer receives the amplitudes of the
frequency encoded views (as for the MB network) and the output layer is an 8-neuron
ring whose population encoding represents the desired heading against to which the
agent should align.

passes. Secondly, the desired heading, which is the recalled phase of a specific view,

is generated through the neural plasticity from AOTU to BU and BU to EB, which is

line with recent evidence of associative learning between the R-neurons transmitting

visual information from BU to EB and the compass neurons (CL1a or E-PG neurons)

that receive input from EB [155] [156]. This kind of learning endows the animal with

the ability to flexibly adapt their local compass and also desired navigational orienta-

tion according to the changing visual surroundings. [137] reported a direct pathway

from EB to FB neurons which we model to allow comparison of the local compass

activity (II-TB1) with the desired heading. However, we note that this connectivity

has not been replicated in recent studies [45] and thus further investigation of potential

pathways is required.
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Figure 3.6: Performances of RF model. Blue and red arrows in the inserted polar
plot (top left) display the mean directions and 95% confidential intervals of the initial
headings of real [18] and simulated ants released at the start of the route (−7,−7)
respectively. Dark blue curves show the routes followed by the model when released
at 5 locations close to the start of the learned path. The overlaid fan-plots indicate
the circular statistics (the mean direction and 95% confidential interval) of the homing
directions recommended by the model when sampled across heading directions (20
samples at 18◦intervals). Data for entire rotations are shown on the right for specific
locations with the upper plot, sampled at (1.5,−3), demonstrating accurate phase-
based tracking of orientation, whereas the lower plot sampled at (−2.5,−3.5) shows
poor tracking performance and hence produces a wide fan-plot.

The RF model accurately recovers the initial route heading in a similar manner

to real ants returned to the start of their familiar route [18] (Figure 3.6, insert), and

then follows the remaining route in its entirety back to the nest again reflecting ant

data [100] [99] (Figure 3.6). The quiver plots displayed in the background of Fig-

ure 3.6 show the preferred homing direction output by the ANN when rotated on the

spot across locations in the environment. Note that the confidence intervals are con-

structed by sampling different headings (20 samples at 18deg intervals). With different

headings, we may get different recommended homing headings from RF network, thus

20 recommended headings are computed to generate the mean direction and standard

deviations. This was done to show the robustness of the RF network against different

headings. The noise in the results are due to errors in the tracking performance (see ex-

amples Figure 3.6 right) yet as these errors are in largely confined to the magnitude, the

steering circuit still drives the ant along the route. We note that this effect is primarily

a function of the specific frequency transformation algorithm used which we borrow
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from computer graphics to investigate the utility of frequency encoding of visual infor-

mation. The biological realism of such transforms and their potential implementation

in the insect vision system are addressed in Chapter 3.4. The displaced routes also

highlight the danger of employing solely RF which often shadows rather than con-

verges with the route when displaced sideways, further demonstrating the necessity for

integration with the Off-Route strategies that promote route convergence.

Further, the ability of ANN to encode the phase information is assessed by chang-

ing the value of highest order of frequency coefficients and the number of neurons in

the hidden layer. Results are shown in Figure 3.7, suggesting that the ANN’s perfor-

mance of encoding the direction is not sensitive to the number of neurons in the hidden

layer and the order of the frequency coefficients within the certain range, implying that

the directional cue within the panoramic view is determined by the features with lower

frequency and 1o neurons in hidden layer is enough for restoring the directions derived

from the images sampled at the locations on the habitual route.
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Figure 3.7: Evaluating ANN (RF) model for encoding the route directions. The
quiver plots of the on-route homing direction recommended by the ANN. The first row
shows the results for the ANN with 30 neurons in the hidden layer but with various
number of frequency components 36, 49 and 81. The second row depicts the results
for 81 frequency components with 10, 50 and 90 neurons in the hidden layer. Last low
lists other results with the parameter from left to right: (81, 110), (100, 30), (121, 30).

3.3 Methods

All simulations and network models are implemented by Python 3.5 and make use

of external libraries-numpy, matplotlib, scipy, PIL and cv2.
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3.3.1 Simulated 3D World

The environment used in this study is that provided by [215] which is itself adapted

from [220] (see Figure 3.8C). It is a virtual ant-like world consisting of randomly

generated bushes, trees and tussocks based on triangular patches (for more details see

[220]). Note that this is a visually sparse environment where the visual objects are

placed rather far from the agents.

The data of this simulated world is stored in a matrix with the size of NP × 3× 3,

defining the three dimensional coordinates (x,y,z) of the three vertices of NP (number

of patches) triangle patches. Agent movement was constrained to a 20m×20m training

and test area allowing free movement without the requirement of an additional obstacle

avoidance mechanism.
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Figure 3.8: information provided by frequency encoding in cartoon and simulated
ant environments. (A): A cartoon depiction of a panoramic skyline, it’s decompo-
sition into trigonometric functions, and reconstruction through the summation of low
frequency coefficients reflecting standard image compression techniques. (B): Follow-
ing a 90◦ rotation there is no change in the amplitudes of the frequency coefficients
but the phases of the frequency coefficients track the change in orientation providing
a rotational invariant signal useful for visual homing and rotationally-varying signal
useful for route following respectively. (C): The simulated 3D world used for all ex-
periments. The pink area (size: 20m×20m) is used for model training and testing zone
for models allowing obstacle-free movement. (D): The frequency encoding (Zernike
Moment’s amplitudes and phase) of the views sampled from the same location but
with different headings (P1 and P2 in (C), with 90◦ heading difference) in the simu-
lated world. The first 81 amplitudes are identical while the phases have the difference
of about 90◦.

3.3.2 Image Reconstruction

The agent’s visual input at location (x, y) with the heading direction θh is simulated

from a point 1cm above from the ground plane with field of view 360◦ wide by 90◦

high (centred on the horizon). This panoramic image (300 × 104) is then wrapped
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onto a sky-centred disk as required by the Zernike Moments transformation algorithm

used with the size of 208(104× 2)× 208 ready for image processing (see Figure 3.8D

upper).

3.3.3 Image Processing

3.3.3.1 Frequency Encoding Conceptual Overview

Image compression algorithms such as JPEG encoding [259] have long utilised the

fact that a complex signal can be decomposed into a series of trigonometric functions

that oscillate at different frequencies. The original signal can then be reconstructed

by summing all (for prefect reconstruction) or some (for approximate reconstruction)

of the base trigonometric functions. Thus, compression algorithms seek a balance be-

tween using the fewest trigonometric functions to encode the scene (for example, by

omitting high frequencies that humans struggle to perceive), and the accuracy of the

reconstructed signal (often given as an option when converting to JPEG format). Fig-

ure 3.8A provides a cartoon of the frequency decomposition process for a panoramic

view.

When such transforms are applied to fully panoramic images, or skylines, benefits

beyond compression arise. Specifically, discrete transformation algorithms used to ex-

tract the frequency information generate a series of information triplets to describe the

original function: frequency coefficients describe the frequency of the trigonometric

function with associated amplitudes and phase values defining the vertical height ver-

sus the mean and the lateral position of the waveform respectively (Figure 3.8A). For

panoramic views, regardless of the rotational angle of the image capturing device (eye

or camera) the entire signal will always be visible and hence the amplitudes of the fre-

quency coefficients do not alter with rotation (Figure 3.8B). This information has been

used for successful place recognition in a series of robot studies [260] [261] [249].

Most recently [215] demonstrated that the difference between the amplitudes of the

frequency coefficients recorded at two locations increases monotonically with distance

producing an error surface suitable for visual homing. This feature of the frequency

encoding underlies the visual homing results described in Chapter 3.2.2.
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In addition, as the phase of each coefficient describes how to align the signal this

will naturally track any rotation in the panoramic view (Figure 3.8B) providing a means

to realign with previous headings. The phase components of panoramic images have

been utilised previously to derive the home direction in a visual homing task [262].

This feature of the frequency encoding underlies the route following results described

in Chapter 3.2.3.

The image processing field has created an array of algorithms for deriving the fre-

quency content of continuous signals [263] [264]. To allow exploration of the useful-

ness of frequency information, and how it could be used by the known neural struc-

tures, we adopt the same Zernike Moment algorithm used by [215], but the reader

should be clear that there are many alternate and more biologically plausible processes

by which insects could derive similar information. It is beyond the scope of this proof

of concept study to define precisely how this process might happen in insects but future

research possibilities are outlined in the Chapter 3.4.

3.3.3.2 Zernike Moments Encoding

Zernike Moments (ZM) are defined as the projection of a function onto orthogonal

basis polynomials called Zernike polynomials [265] [266]. This set of functions are

defined on the unit circle with polar coordinates (ρ, θ) shown as:

Vnm(ρ, θ) = Rnm(ρ)ejmθ (3.1)

Where n ∈ N+ is the order and m is the repetition meeting the condition: m ∈ N ,

|m| ≤ n and n− |m| is even to ensure the rotational invariant property is met. Rnm(ρ)

is the radial polynomial defined as:

Rnm(ρ) =

n−|m|/2∑
s=0

(−1)s
(n− s)!

s!(n+|m|
2
− s)!(n−|m|

2
− s)!

ρn−2s (3.2)

For a continuous image function f(x, y), the ZM coefficient can be calculated by:

Znm(ρ) =
n+ 1

π

∫ ∫
x2+y2≤1

f(x, y)V ∗nm(ρ, θ)dxdy (3.3)
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For a digital image, summations can replace the integrals to give the ZM:

Znm(ρ) =
n+ 1

π

∑
x

∑
y

f(x, y)V ∗nm(ρ, θ), x2 + y2 ≤ 1. (3.4)

ZM are extracted from the simulated insect views in wrapped format (Fig. Fig-

ure 3.8D) whose centre is taken to be the origin of the polar coordinates such that all

valid pixels lie within the unit circle. For a given image I (P1 in Figure 3.8D) and

the rotated version of this image Iθr (P2 in Figure 3.8D), the amplitude A = |Z| and

phase Φ = ∠Z of ZM coefficients of these two images will satisfy:

 |Z
θr
nm| = |Znme−jmθr | = |Znm| i.e., Aθrnm = Anm

Φθr
nm = Φnm −mθr

(3.5)

From which we can see that the amplitude of the ZM coefficient remains the same

while the phase of ZM carries the information regarding the rotation (see Figure 3.8A

and D). This property is the cornerstone of the visual navigation model where the

amplitudes encode the features of the view while the phase defines the orientation.

Amplitudes for ZM orders ranging from n = 0 to n = 16 were selected as they

appeared to cover the majority of information within the image. From Equation 3.1

we know that Vn,m = Vn,−m, so we limited m ∈ N+ to reduce the computational cost,

which sets the total number of ZM coefficients (NZM ) to (16 ÷ 2 + 1)2 = 81 which

was input to the visual navigation networks. For training the ANN network for RF,

in Equation 3.5, if we set m = 1, such that Φθr
n,1 = Φn,1 − θr which means that all

ZM coefficients will provide the same information when the image is rotated. Further,

the difference between the phase of ZM coefficients of the current view with those of

the memorised view, will inherently provide the angle with which to turn to realign

oneself, i.e. :

Φcurrent
7,1 − Φmemory

7,1 = θh − θm (3.6)

Where the order n of this ZM is selected to be n = 7 manually by comparing the

performance with different orders in this specific virtual environment, θh is the current

heading of the agent while θm is the memorised heading direction (desired heading
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direction).

3.3.4 Neural Networks

We use the simple firing rate to model the neurons in the proposed networks, where

the output firing rate C is a sigmoid function of the input I if there is no special note.

In the following descriptions and formulas, a subscript is used to represent the layers

or name of the neuron while the superscript is used to represent the value at a specific

time or with a specific index.

3.3.4.1 Current Headings

In the proposed model, there are two independent compass systems based on the

global and the local cues respectively so named global and local compass correspond-

ingly. These two compass systems have similar neural pathways from OL via AOTU

and BU to the CX but ended distinct groupings of TB1 neurons: I-TB1 and II-TB1 in

the PB.

Global Compass The global compass neural network applied in this study is the

same as that of [10], which has three layers of neurons: TL neurons, CL1 neurons and

I-TB1 neurons. The 16 TL neurons respond to simulated polarised light input and are

directly modelled as:

ITL = cos(θTL − θh) (3.7)

Where θTL ∈ {0, π/4, π/2, 3π/4, π, 5π/4, 3π/2, 7π/4} is the angular preference mapped

over twice to the 16 TL-neurons. The 16 CL1-neurons are inhibited by TL-neuron ac-

tivity which invert the polarisation response:

ICL1 = 1.0− CTL (3.8)

The 8 I-TB1 neurons act as a ring attractor creating a sinusoidal encoding of the cur-

rent heading. Each I-TB1 neuron receives excitation from the CL1 neuron sharing

the same directional preference and inhibition from other I-TB1 neurons via mutual
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connections:

W ij
I−TB1 =

cos(θiI−TB1 − θ
j
I−TB1)− 1

2
(3.9)

I t,jI−TB1 = (1− c)Ct,j
CL1 + c

8∑
i=1

W ij
I−TB1C

t−1,j
I−TB1 (3.10)

Where c is a balance factor to modify the strength of the inhibition and the CL1

excitation. Finally, the population coding Ct,j
I−TB1, j = 0, 1, ...7 represents the heading

of global compass of the agent at time t.

Local Compass The local compass is derived from the terrestrial cues through a

similar visual pathway as the global compass and also ends in a ring attractor net-

work. As for the global compass, the local compass heading is directly modelled by

the population encoding of II-TB1 neurons:

Ci
II−TB1 = cos(Φ7,1 − θiII−TB1) i = 0, 1, ...7 (3.11)

Where θII−TB1 is the angular preference of the II-TB1 neurons and Φ7,1 is the phase

of ZM. Therefore, the firing rate of CII−TB1 encodes the heading of the local compass.

3.3.4.2 Visual Homing

The neural network of visual homing is an associative network constrained by the

anatomical structure of the mushroom body (MB) of the insects. In contrast to [17]

where a spiking neural network is implemented to model the MB, we apply a simple

version of MB where the average firing rates of neurons are used.

The visual projection neurons (vPNs) directly receive the amplitudes of the ZM

coefficients as their firing rates:

Ci
vPN = Ai, i = 0, 1, 2...NvPN (3.12)

Where NvPN is the number of the vPN neurons which is the same as the total

number of ZM amplitudes applied and in this study NvPN = NZM = 81. The Ai

denotes the ith amplitudes of ZM coefficients.
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The vPNs project into Kenyon cells (KC) through randomly generated binary con-

nectionsWvPN2KC , which result in the scenario wherein one KC receives 10 randomly

selected vPNs’ activation:

IjKC =

NvPN∑
i=0

W ji
vPN2KCC

i
vPN (3.13)

Where IjKC denotes the total input current of jth KC from the vPN and the KCs are

modelled as binary neurons with the same threshold Thrkc:

CKC =

 0 if IKC ≤ ThrKC

1 if IKC > ThrKC

(3.14)

The MBON neuron sums all the activation of Kenyon cells via plastic connections

WKC2EN :

CMBON =

NKC∑
i=0

W i
KC2MBONC

i
KC (3.15)

An anti-Hebbian learning rule is applied for the plasticity of WKC2MBON in a simple

way:

W t
KC2MBON = W t−1

KC2MBON−ηKC2MBON if Ci
KC ≥ W i

KC2MBON and Ct
reward > 0

(3.16)

Where ηKC2MBON is the learning rate. The learning process will happen only when

the reward signal is turned on. The activation of EN CMBON represents the familiarity

of the current view and the change of the CMBON is defined as:

∆CMBON = Ct
MBON − Ct−1

MBON (3.17)

∆CMBON is used to track the gradient of the familiarity to guide the agent to the more

familiar locations by shifting the I-TB1 neurons’ activation CI−TB1.

Ci
V H = Cj

I−TB1, j =

 i+ offset if i+ offset ≤ 7

i+ offset− 7 otherwise
i = 0, 1, ...7

(3.18)
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The relationship between the ∆CMBON and the offset is shown as following:

offset =

 0 if ∆CMBON < 0

min(bkV H∆CMBONc, 4) otherwise
(3.19)

Where the function min() constrains the maximum offset to be 4 so that the max

angle of shifting is 4× 45◦ = 180◦.

3.3.4.3 Route Following

The route following model is based on a simple artificial neural network (ANN)

with just one hidden layer. The input layer directly takes the amplitudes of the ZM

coefficients as the activation in the same way as that of visual projection neurons in

MB network. This is a fully connected neural network with the sigmoid activation

function, so the forward propagation is ruled by:


Zi
l =

∑N
i=0W

jiY j
l−1

Y l
i = sigmoid(Zi

l ) = 1

1+e
−Zi

l

i = 0, 1, ...7 and l = 0, 1, 2 (3.20)

Where Zi
l and Y i

l denote the input and output of the ith neuron in lth layer, thus the

input is the same as the MB network Zi
0 = Ai, i = 0, 1, ...NZM and the output of the

ANN is consequently the population coding of the RF desired heading, i.e.:

Ci
RF = Y 2

i i = 0, 1, ...7 (3.21)

For a fast and efficient implementation, the learning method applied here is back prop-

agation with gradient descend. Training data is derived from the amplitudes and the

population encoded phases of the ZM coefficients of the images reconstructed along

a habitual route. II-TB1 neurons encode the heading of local compass, therefore, the

training pair for the RF network can be defined as {A,CII−TB1}. After training, this

network will correlate the desired ZM phase with the specific ZM amplitudes, and

when RF is running, the output of this neural network CRF will represent the desired
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heading with respect to the current heading of the local compass represented by the

population encoding of II-TB1 neurons.

3.3.4.4 Steering Circuit

The steering neurons, i.e., CPU1 neurons (Ci
CPU1, i = 0, 1, 2...15) receive excita-

tory input from the desired heading (Ci
DH , i = 0, 1, 2...15) and inhibitory input from

the current heading (CCH , i = 0, 1, 2...15) to generate the turning signal:

Ci
ST = Ci

DH − Ci
CH i = 0, 1, ...15 (3.22)

The turning angle is determined by the difference of the activation summations

between left (i = 0, 1, 2...7) and right (i = 8, 9, 10...15) set of CPU1 neurons:

θM = kmotor(
7∑
i=0

CCPU1 −
15∑
i=8

CCPU1) (3.23)

which corresponds to the difference of the length of the subtracted left and right

vectors in Figure 3.3A. In addition, as it is illustrated in Figure 3.3A, another key

part of steering circuit is the left/right shifted desired heading, in this thesis, this is

achieved by the offset connectivity pattern (WDH2CPU1L and WDH2CPU1R) from the

desired heading to the steering neurons [45] [10]:

 C0−7
DH = CSN1CRFWDH2CPU1L + CSN2CV HWDH2CPU1L

C8−15
DH = CSN1CRFWDH2CPU1R + CSN2CV HWDH2CPU1R

(3.24)
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Where the WDH2CPU1L and WDH2CPU1R are:

WDH2CPU1L =



0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0



(3.25)

WDH2CPU1R =



0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1



(3.26)

which defines the connection pattern realising the left/right shifting of the desired

headings used throughout our model ((Figure 3.2, Figure 5.5, Figure 3.5, Figure 5.8

and Figure 5.11A).

The current heading input to the steering circuit is also switched between global

and local compass input via the SN1 and SN2 neuron as VH uses global compass

(I-TB1) while RF uses local compass (II-TB1):

 C0−7
CH = CSN1CII−TB1 + CSN2CI−TB1

C8−15
CH = CSN1CII−TB1 + CSN2CI−TB1

(3.27)
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3.3.5 Simulations

Equation 3.23 gives the turning angle of the agent, thus the instantaneous ”velocity”

(v) at every step can be computed by:

vt = SL[cos θtM , sin θ
t
M ] (3.28)

Where SL is the step length with the unit of centimetres. Note that we haven’t defined

the time accuracy for every step of the simulations, thus the unit of the velocity in this

implementation is cm/step rather than cm/s. Then the position of agent P t+1 in the

Cartesian coordinates is updated by:

P t+1 = P t + vt (3.29)

3.3.5.1 Reproduce Visual Navigation Behaviours

Inspired by the benchmark study of real ants in [18], we test our model of VH and

RF by reproducing the homing behaviours in that study. This is achieved by construct-

ing a habitual route with a similar shape (arc or banana shape) in our simulated 3D

world. The position PR−Arc and heading θR−Arc along that route is manually gener-

ated by:

 θiR−Arc = π
2
− i π

2NM

P i
R−Arc = [−R sin θiR−Arc,−7 +R cos θiR−Arc]

i = 0, 1..NM (3.30)

Where the R = 7m is the radius of the arc and NM = 20 in this case is the num-

ber of the sampling points where view images are reconstructed along the route (see

Figure 3.9). The reconstructed views then be wrapped and decomposed by ZM into

amplitudes and phases are used to train the ANN network of RF and MB network of

VH respectively.
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for training ANN

Figure 3.9: The images used to train the MB network. The training data and test data
are labelled with red and blue dots respectively. The arrow along the route indicates
the heading direction on the route. Frequency component ZM7,1 used to train ANN is
highlighted.

Visual Homing After training (see Figure 3.10 for an example of the training pro-

cess of the MB network), 12 agents with different initial headings that were evenly

distributed in [0, 360) were released at the sideways release point (P = [0,−7]) for the

simulation of VH (Figure 3.3C). The headings of the agents at radius 2.5m from the

release point (manually selected to ensure that the all the agents have completed any

large initial loop) are taken as the initial headings.
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A

B MBON

M
B
O
N

Figure 3.10: The training process of MB network. (A) The MBON activation de-
creases during training. (B) KC-MBON connection weights after training.

Route Following After training (see Figure 3.11 for a example of the training pro-

cess of the ANN network), 2 agents with 0◦ and 180◦ are released at the different

release points (P = [−9,−7],

[−8,−7], [−7,−7], [−6,−7], [−5,−7]) for the simulation of RF (see Figure 3.6) to

generate the homing path. And then, we release 12 agents on the route (P = [−7,−7])

with different initial headings that is evenly distributed in [0, 360) to compare the re-

sults with the real ant data in [18]. The heading of each agent at the position that is

0.6m from the release point is taken as the initial heading.
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A

B

Figure 3.11: The training process of ANN network. (A) The error decreasing as the
training. (B) The output of the network match well the test data.

3.4 Conclusion and Discussion

We show how VH and RF can be realised using frequency-encoding of panoramic

skylines to separate information into rotationally-invariant amplitudes for VH and

rotationally-varying phases for RF. The current model utilises frequency encoding

schema from the computer graphics but behavioural studies support the use of spa-

tial frequency by bees [267] [268], with neurons in the lobula of dragonflies [269] and

locusts [270] found to have receptive fields akin to basis functions, providing a mech-

anism by which to extract the frequency information necessary for the local compass

system. Our model allows for this information extraction process to happen at multiple

stages ahead of its usage in the central learning sites such as the MBs opening the pos-
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sibility for its application in either the optic lobes or subsequent pathways through re-

gions such as the AOTU. Further, neurophysiological data is required to pinpoint both

the mechanisms and sites of this data processing in insects. Similarly, following [10]

the global compass signal directly mimics the firing pattern of compass neurons in the

CX without reference to sensory input but [271] recently presented a plausible neu-

ral model of the celestial compass processing pipeline that could be easily integrated

into the current model to fill this gap. Follow-on neuroanatomically constrained mod-

elling of the optic lobes presents the most obvious extension of this work allowing

the neural pathway from sensory input to motor output signal to be mapped in detail.

Conversely, modelling the conversion of direction signals into behaviour via motor

generating mechanisms such as central pattern generators (see [272] [273]) will then

allow closure of the sensory-motor loop.

Visual homing is modelled on neural circuits found along the OL-MB-SMP path-

way [274] [275] before terminating in the CX steering circuit [10] and shown capa-

ble of producing realistic homing paths. In this schema the MBs do not measure

rotationally-varying sensory valence as recently used to replicate RF [17] [224], but

rather the spatially varying (but rotationally-invariant) sensory valence more suited

to gradient descent strategies such as visual homing [204] [215] and other taxis be-

haviours [228]. This is inline with the hypothesis forwarded by [241] that suggest that

the MBs output ”whether” the current sensory stimulus is positive or negative and the

CX then adapts the animal heading, the ”whither”, accordingly. Always turning left

may not be realistic, but this could be partly explained by the insect handedness shown

also controlled by the CX [276]. Or adding a CPG control mechanism could also allow

the agent to oscillating left and right while keeping the desired moving direction.

Route following is shown possible by learned associations between the amplitudes

(i.e. the place) and the phase (the orientation) experienced along a route, allowing

realignment when later at a proximal location. This kind of neural plasticity based

correlation between the visual surroundings and the orientations fits with data recently

observed in fruit flies [155] [156]. These studies provide the neural explanation for

the animal’s ability to make flexible use of visual information to navigate while the
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proposed model gives a detailed implementation of such ability in the context of in-

sect’s route following schema. Neurophysiological evidence suggests that the layered

visual pathway from OL via AOTU and BU to the EB of the CX [277] [255] [256] with

its suggested neural plasticity properties [277] [278] provides a possible neural path-

way but further analysis is needed to identify the circuit structures that might underpin

the generation of RF desired heading. In addition to the desired heading, the current

heading of RF is derived from the local compass system anchored to animal’s imme-

diate visual surroundings. This independent compass system may be realised parallel

to the global compass system in an similar but independent circuit [258] [253] [33].

Our model therefore hypothesises that insects possess different compass systems based

on varied sensory information and further that insects possess the capability (via CX-

based RAs) to coordinate their influence optimally according to the current context.

Since the global compass, the local compass and the desired heading of RF share

the same visual pathway (OL→AOTU→BU→CX), distinct input and output patterns

along this pathway may be found by future neuroanatomical studies. In addition, in the

proposed model, the activation of current heading and desired heading of RF overlap

in the EB, and therefore separation of activation profiles representing each output (e.g.

following methods in [151]) presents another meaningful topic for future neurophysi-

ological research.

Closed-loop behavioural studies during which the spatial frequency information of

views is altered (similar to [279]) coincident with imaging of key brain areas [280]

[151] offers a means to investigate which neural structures make use of what visual

information. Complimentary behavioural experiments could verify the distinct VH

and RF systems by selectively blocking the proposed neural pathways with impacts

on behaviour predicted by Figure 3.3C and Figure 3.6 respectively. [85] report that

visual homing abilities are lost for fruit flies with a blocked EB of the CX but not MB,

which is predicted by our model if animals have learned target-facing views to which

they can later align using their RF guidance system. Analysis of animal’s orientation

during learning is thus vital to unpacking precisely how the above results arise.
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Chapter 4

Modelling Optimal Cue Integration- a

Bio-plausible Ring Attractor Network

Animals and robots must constantly combine multiple streams of noisy information

from their senses to guide their actions. Recently, it has been proposed that animals

may combine cues optimally using a ring attractor neural network architecture inspired

by the head direction system of rats augmented with a dynamic re-weighting mecha-

nism. In this work we report that an older and simpler ring attractor network archi-

tecture, requiring no re-weighting property combines cues according to their certainty

for moderate cue conflicts but converges on the most certain cue for larger conflicts.

These results are consistent with observations in animal experiments that show sub-

optimal cue integration (i.e., not constant optimal as switching from cue integration

to cue selection strategies will happen under certain conditions). This work therefore

demonstrates an alternative architecture for those seeking neural correlates of sensory

integration in animals. In addition, performance is shown robust to noise and minia-

turisation and thus provides an efficient solution for artificial systems.

4.1 Introduction

A fundamental principle underlying animal intelligence is the capacity to appro-

priately combine redundant sensory information (e.g. vision, olfactory and haptic) of

the same percept (e.g. location of a sensory source) to achieve a more accurate and
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What is my heading direction?
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Figure 4.1: The cue integration problem. Left: An example of an animal maintaining
an estimate of it’s current pose (green area) using different cues of varying certainty
(Self-motion, black area, and vision, red area). Right: cues can be represented by
conflicting Gaussian functions with the width describing the uncertainty of each and
the optimal solution (green) given by weighting each cue according to their known
variance as described by Bayes’ rule.

robust estimate [281] [282]. For example, both mammals and insects constantly track

their pose using head-direction cells which combine information from external cues

(e.g. from surrounding visual features) with self-motion cues (from path integration)

to maintain a precise estimate of their current orientation [283] [151] (Figure 4.1) (and

also see Chapter 2.2.1.1). Yet, as all sensory information is subject to errors which can

change drastically depending on the situation (e.g. relying on visual cues in a darkened

room) animals must employ an adaptive cue combination strategy reflecting the known

errors (variance) in the different sensory signals to achieve the optimal estimate of the

desired environmental property.

Bayes’ theorem (4.1) provides a mathematical framework describing the optimal

way in which information from different sources should be combined, and it has been

argued that animals have Bayesian brains [282] [128] [284] [285]. According to Bayes’

Rule, the posterior probability P (xtrue|xcue) (the probability of event x will happen

when the cue about x is sensed) is proportional to the product of the prior probability

P (xtrue) (the probability of event x happening based on prior knowledge) and the like-

lihood function P (xcue|xtrue) (the probability of the cue when x truly happened, which

represents the reliability of this cue). Assuming that the prior probability P (xtrue) is

uniform and xcue is corrupted by Gaussian noise with variance σ2, then the posterior

probability is proportional to 1/σ2. Therefore, when there are n cues all concerning

x event and corrupted by Gaussian noise with variance σ2
i , i = 1, 2, ...n, the optimal
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way to reduce the uncertainty of estimating x (i.e., the maximum the posteriori proba-

bility) is averaging the cues weighted by their reciprocal variances 1/σ2, as indicated

by (4.2), which is identical with results calculated by the maximum-likelihood esti-

mate (MLE) [284] [286]. The theorem asserts that cues with low variance (i.e more

reliable) should be weighted more than those with high variance (i.e less reliable) as

demonstrated in Figure 4.1.

P (xtrue|xcue) = P (xcue|xtrue)P (xtrue) /P (xcue) (4.1)

X̂ =
n∑
i

WiXi,Wi =
(
1/σ2

i

)
/

(
n∑
j

1/σ2
j

)
(4.2)

Artificial systems must also solve the same problem although in robotics it is

commonly known as sensor fusion. Sensor fusion for mobile robot navigation is a

long standing issue and many statistical methods based on maximum a posterior and

maximum-likelihood estimation have been applied to solve it [287]. Recent advances

in deployment of robot systems such as cars with their suite of GPS, radar, cameras,

and laser scanning sensors to estimate precise lane position, owe much to adoption

of probabilistic integration of cues in line with the Bayesian formulation described

above [288]. Yet, current SLAM methods [289], tend to be computationally expensive

and unsuitable for application on small, cheap robot platforms. Learning from biology

may bring significant benefits for solving these problems in artificial systems.

We therefore take a bio-inspired approach to firstly understand how animals resolve

this task, which in turn may offer inspiration to engineers seeking efficient solutions.

As a starting point, we use a classic neural network architecture known as a ring at-

tractor network.

Ring attractors can be constructed such that the output activity resembles a Gaus-

sian profile that is maintained even in the absence of sensory input. When new sensory

input is presented, the activity profile will shift towards and stabilise at the new loca-

tion. If this sensory input is driven by orientation cues such as path integration or visual

features then the Gaussian mean will naturally track the animal orientation. Such net-
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works have been proposed to underpin the head-direction cells in animals [290] [291].

Further when more than one input signal is presented ring attractors can be constructed

such that the output settles on the weighted average of the combined cues as required

for optimal cue integration [292]. In a recent review, Jeffery et al [293] proposed

that ring-attractor networks may provide a general architecture for optimal cue inte-

gration. Their biomimetic model (constrained by physiological data from rats) used

a re-weighting mechanism to achieve optimal integration. Specifically, in the region

where conflicting cues overlap, Hebbian learning rapidly strengthens local synapses

causing peak activity to shift towards the position consistent with optimal integration.

In this study, we revisit the Touretsky [292] ring attractor network and assess its

ability to combine conflicting cues of different strengths. Specifically we seek to assess

how this network performs when given cues of different strengths and with different

levels of conflict. Further, we wish to document if and when the network optimally in-

tegrates cues or if it adheres to a winner-takes-all (WTA) solution, or switches strategy

depending on the situation. Our results suggest that a Touretsky ring attractor network

can integrate cues in a manner approaching optimal (i.e, consistent with MLE) for

small conflicts. For larger conflicts the network switches to WTA mode, mirroring re-

sults of ethological experiments [19]. Performance is shown to be robust to noise and

significant reduction in the network size, and thus provides a simple (no re-weighting

mechanism required), compact ring attractor solution to cue integration that can pro-

vide inspiration for those seeking similar integration networks in animals or act as a

bio-inspired method for optimal sensor fusion in robots.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Artificial Neurons

The network is constructed using two populations of CTRNN (continuous time re-

current neural network) neurons which are simple nonlinear and continuous dynamical

neurons suitable for simulating the subset of real numbers as required for our ring at-

tractor model [294]. The average membrane potential ci of a CTRNN ith neuron is
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updated by the differential equation (4.3), where τ is the positive time constant and Ii

is the total number of inputs into the neuron which equals the weighted sum of other

neurons’ outputs Oj, j = 1, 2, ...n and the external inputs, as shown in (4.4), where

Wji is the weight matrix representing the connection strength from jth to ith neuron, g

is the activation function and Xi is the external input. To acquire the nonlinear prop-

erty of the network, the activation function of g should be a nonlinear function. Here

we simply applied a semi-linear threshold function with a threshold defined by θ as

indicated in (4.5).

τ
ci
dt

= −ci + Ii (4.3)

Ii =
n∑
j=1

WjiOj +Xi =
n∑
j=1

Wjig(cj) +Xi (4.4)

g(c) = max(0, θ + c) (4.5)

4.2.2 Network Geometry

We implemented a variant of the classic ring attractor network [290] (Figure 4.2(a))

which replaces the inhibitory interneurons with a single global inhibitory (uniform

inhibitory) neuron making the network easier to tune while giving the same perfor-

mance [292]. Each excitatory neuron in the network has recurrent excitatory connec-

tions to all other neurons in the ring with weights decreasing with distance which is

crucial for generating the bell-shape activation profile in stable state, as revealed in

(4.6), where dij is the distance between the ith and jth neuron. Our network posses

a single dynamic inhibitory neuron that sums inputs from the excitatory neurons and

then proportionally inhibits the entire network. Note, for ease of understanding the

recurrent connections from a single excitatory cell are shown in Figure 4.2(a) but in

reality each neuron has the same set of recurrent connections.

WE→E
ji = e

−d2ji
2σ2 (4.6)
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Figure 4.2(b) shows the process by which the network combines input from multi-

ple cues. We simulate cues of different strengths using Gaussian functions (see equa-

tion (4.7) where K is the scale factor, µ defines the peak position of the Gaussian

curve (estimation of the certain property based on the cue) and σ2 is the variance of the

Gaussian function determining the reliability of the signal). Note that other distribu-

tion like the von-Mises and sinusoidal can also be applied (simulations imply identical

performances and results), here we use the Gaussian to achieve generality. To have

a corresponding connection with the integration neurons in the attractor, the cues are

represented by the activation profile of N neurons with their preference pi, and so

the Gaussian curve is sampled by N points at intervals. This input is then passed to

the integration population which is shown in unwrapped form in Figure 4.2 (b), and

with the recurrent connections omitted for ease of reading. The integration popula-

tion (and also population representing cue 1 and cue 2) has N neurons labeled with

their preferences (for example, if these neurons represent the heading directions of the

animal, the preferences will be the preferred directions evenly distributed around the

entire 360◦ of possible directions). The inhibitory population has a single dynamic

postulated inhibition neuron summing the activations from all integration neurons and

which recurrently inhibits all integration neurons. Therefore, in accordance with equa-

tions (4.3) - (4.5), the average membrane potential of the output neurons (neurons in

integration population) is computed by equation (4.8), where X1 and X2 represent

the activation vectors of cue 1 and cue 2 respectively and u is the membrane potential

of the uniform inhibitory neuron (calculated by equation (4.9)). Note that in order to

maintain the nonlinear property and simultaneously guarantee the positive output of

the model, we tuned the total input I to c and u using function g according to [292].

Note that in this paper, as an example, we use the ring attractor to represent the

heading direction system so all the values have the unit-degree. But generally the unit

could be other meanings when this model is applied to other specific contexts.

F (i) =
K√
2πσ

e−
(pi−µ)

2

2σ2 + ξN (0, 1) , i = 1, 2, ...N (4.7)
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(a) Touretzky Ring Attractor  
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Cue2 (strong)  
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Figure 4.2: The implemented Touretzky ring attractor network. (a) Excitatory neu-
rons are shown by green circles, and the global inhibitory neuron depicted by the blue
circle. The recurrent excitatory interneurons are shown by orange arrows with con-
nection strength decreasing with distance between neurons. Excitatory and inhibitory
connections between the global inhibitory neuron are also shown in blue and green re-
spectively. (b) The full integration network shown in unwrapped form (minus recurrent
connections for ease of reading) with example inputs and optimal output overlaid.

τ
dci
dt

= −ci + g

(
n∑
j=1

WE→E
ji cj +X1i +X2i +W I→Eu

)
(4.8)

τ
du

dt
= −u+ g

(
W I→Iu+WE→I

n∑
k=1

ck

)
(4.9)
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4.3 Results

Figure 4.3(a) shows the response of our ring attractor network configured with 100

neurons when stimulated with two conflicting cues (65◦ apart) with different variances

(σcue1 = 40◦, σcue2 = 35◦) shown by red and black lines. The response of the network

(green line) approaches the MLE, i.e., the optimal integration (blue dashed line) rather

than following the WTA solution. Figure 4.3(b) shows that the network response is

robust to noise with each cue corrupted by Gaussian white noise ((4.7) with ξ = 0.01).

Finally, inspired by recent anatomical results showing that insects encode their head-

ing direction using populations of only 8 directional neurons in each hemisphere of

the central complex [146] [12] we reduced the number of neurons in our integration

network from 100 to 8. Figure 4.3(c) demonstrates that the cue integration properties

of the network remained stable despite the obvious loss of resolution in the Gaussian

functions.

To assess the performance of the network across likely scenarios we performed

two more experiments using the noise free network with 100 neurons. Firstly, we

assessed the performance of the network when presented with cues that were increas-

ingly disparate. Cue 1 (µcue1 = 0◦, σcue1 = 40◦) was presented at the same position

throughout the tests, while Cue 2 was presented at increasingly distant positions (from

0◦ to 180◦ in 5◦ steps). We performed this analysis under three conditions: (a) cues

with identical variance (σcue1 = σcue2 = 40◦); (b) cues with slight differences in

variance (σcue1 = 40◦, σcue2 = 35◦); and (c) cues with significantly different vari-

ance (σcue1 = 40◦, σcue2 = 20◦). Figure 4.4(a-c) shows the peak response of the

network (green line) overlaid on the MLE (blue line) and WTA (red line) solutions.

With cues of equal variance (Figure 4.4(a)) the network response approaches (though

never very precisely matches) the MLE solution but changes to WTA-like responses

when cue-conflict exceeded approximately 100◦. With small differences in variance

(Figure 4.4(b)), the network again weights cue in an approximately optimal manner

but shifts to a WTA response at higher values (> 110◦). In contrast when more signifi-

cant differences in variance were presented (Figure 4.4(c)), the network changes from

the MLE to WTA response at much smaller conflicts (> 60◦).
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Figure 4.3: Integration of conflicting cues by a ring attractor network. Activation
profiles of cues are shown by the red and black curves, the output profile of RA (the
ring attractor) by the green line, and the MLE by the blue dashed line. (a) shows the
results for a noise-free network with 100 neurons, (b) shows the results of the same
network with added white noise, and (c) show the results when the number of neurons
is reduced to 8.

Figure 4.4(d) shows data from a previous cue-combination experiment in rats [19]

(black line) overlaid with the bioligically constrained ring attractor network with re-

weighting mechanism [20] (orange line) as the cue conflict is increased as in our exper-

iment. We note that our model response (Figure 4.4(a)) adheres closely to the animal

data.
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Figure 4.4: Network performance with increasing cue conflict. Cue 1 was presented
in the same location while cue 2 was presented at increasing distances. For (a), (b)
and (c), the response of the RA (ring attractor) is shown by the green line, the WTA
prediction by the red line, and the MLE by the blue line. (a) Cues of equal variance
(b) Cue 1 with slightly higher variance than Cue 1, (c) Cue 1 with significantly higher
variance than cue 1. (d) data from similar cue combination study in rats (black line)
[19] and alternative re-weighting model (orange line) [20] (data provided with thanks
by Dr. Hector Page and Prof. Kate Jeffery). Note the same tendency of switching from
’cue combination’ to ’cue selecting’ emerged from the biological data (black curve in
(d), re-weighting model (orange curve in (d)) and our model (blue curve in (a)).

Secondly we assessed the performance of the network when the certainty of one

cue was altered while the other was held constant. Specifically, cue 1 and cue 2 were

presented 90◦ apart. While cue 2 variance was held at 40◦, the variance of cue 1 was

increased from 5◦ to 200◦. Figure 4.5 shows the peak position of the activation profile

of the network changes from a WTA state for uncertainty of cue 1 below 15◦ and above

160◦ but performs a weighted average when uncertainty of cue 1 in the range 20◦ to

155◦. Thus, although not acting in a truly optimal manner the switch from WTA to
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Figure 4.5: Network performance with changes in cue variance. Cue 1 and cue
2 were presented at the same location 90◦ apart. The variance of cue 2 was kept at
40◦ while cue 1 changed from 5◦ to 200◦ in intervals of 5◦. The position the peaks
of activation profile of cues 1 and 2 are shown by the dashed red and black lines
respectively; the WTA response by the solid red line; the MLE by the blue line; and
the RA (ring attractor) output by the green line.

weighted-average and back again follows the general profile of the MLE prediction.

4.4 Discussion

In this work, we re-visited the classic ring-attractor network described by Touretsky

[292] to assess if it could be configured for optimal cue integration, and if so whether

this might give inspiration for those seeking such networks in animals or provide a

biologically-inspired solution for robotics.

We report that that our implementation of the classic Touretsky ring attractor net-

work perform optimal-like cue integration when presented with conflicting cues rather

than tending to a winner-takes-all solution as often cited [293], [295]. The network

output is also shown to be robust to noise on the sensory input and to reduction to

8 neurons encoding direction (as in insects). Our sweep tests showed that both the

variance and distance between conflicting cues strongly affect the network properties.

With equal or small differences in variance of cues the network performs a weighted

average for small cue conflicts, but switches to a WTA response for larger conflicts.

For larger differences the network switches to WTA responses at much small conflicts.

This changing of response is akin to meta-Bayesian decision making where it is highly
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sub-optimal to integrate two hugely conflicting cues e.g. one should not go West, when

one cue states North and the other South. Instead one should choose the best single

option, but how does the agent know when to apply each strategy? We show that

the [292] ring attractor network inherently possesses this capacity.

Over two decades ago the ring attractor network was proposed as a possible solu-

tion underpinning the head direction cells in mammals that integrate directional cues

from different sensory modalities to maintain an accurate read-out of their current ori-

entation [290]. Recent models of the head direction cells of mammals have moved

away from the original ring attractor architecture because the physiology does not mir-

ror the excitatory interconnections required by the original model [20] [295], and the

belief that ring attractors will tend to a WTA outcome over the weighted-average ob-

served in behavioral experiments [293]. Through augmentation of these models with

a re-weighting mechanism (Hebbian learning) [20] it has been proposed that this net-

work architecture may be a ubiquitous neural circuit underlying optimal cue integra-

tion across many functions [293]. Here we provide new evidence that the original ring

attractor network can also perform weighted cue integration (closely matching the per-

formance of the re-weighting network [20] Figure 4.4(d)), or cue selection in a manner

closely approximating data from rats [19] (Figure 4.4(d)).

Direction cells have recently been revealed in insects (Drosophila) with so-called

E-PG neurons [151] forming a bump of activity that moves in response to both rotation

of vision cues and self-motion and combines in both cue selection (Extended Data Fig-

ure 6(e) in [151]) or cue integration like a averaged weighted (Extended Data Figure

6(f) in [151]). These E-PG neurons have also been shown to have ring attractor dynam-

ics [58]. Biomimetic models constrained by the anatomy of the animal have success-

fully recreated the activation phenomena of behavioral experiments [251] [252] but

have not, as yet, been extended to the broader cue integration problem discussed here

and in [293]. We note that [251] showed that fixed connection weights are sufficient to

track the self-motion and visual cues well with the dynamic re-weighting with slower

learning rates giving improved performance describing a trade-off between computa-

tional complexity and required robustness.
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By analyzing the Touretzky ring attractor network, we show that it should still be

considered a biologically plausible mechanism to achieve cue integration of the ani-

mals. Although not well suited to describe the head-direction system of mammals due

to physiological constraints, it is an open question whether other areas of animal brains

that perform cue integration may use this ring attractor architecture. For instance, the

lateral accessory lobe (LAL) of insects brain, which is a converging point of sensory

information and has inputs from sensory lobes, mushroom body and the central com-

plex [296] [297] provides a candidate to search for such network architectures. To

date, we know little about how different cues (like vision memory from mushroom

body and path integration from central complex) might be integrated in this area and

wherein ring attractors may also play crucial roles. As a bio-inspired neural network,

the ring attractor is a compact but efficient model to solve the similar problems in sen-

sor fusion and its anti-noise and stable performance with only 8 neurons endow it the

advantage of implementation on robots with limited computation resources.
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Chapter 5

The Unified Model- How the MB and

the CX Work in Tandem to Realise

Multi-guidance Coordination

Now we have the frequency encoding based visual navigation model (see Chapter

3) and the bio-plausible ring attractor network for optimal cue integration (see Chapter

4). The next challenge in addressing the current gap of building a unified model for

the extended insect navigation toolkit (see Figure 5.1B) is to designing a biologically

realistic coordination circuit that can account for the observed context-depended nav-

igational behaviours (see Figure 5.1A). This chapter presents the ring attractor based

multiple guidences coordination circuit modelling the context-depend insect naviga-

tion behaviour that can replicates main behavioural data from real insects.

5.1 Introduction

As described in Chapter 2.2, despite increasing neuroanatomical evidence suggest-

ing that premotor regions of the CX coordinate navigation behaviour [146] [242] [13],

a theoretical hypothesis explaining how this is achieved by the neural circuitry has yet

to be developed.

With the necessary elemental guidance systems defined, a unifying model must

then convert the various directional recommendations into a single motor command
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Figure 5.1: Overview of insects’ homing capabilities and the extended toolkit. (A)
The homing behaviours to be produced by the model when displaced either from the
nest and having no remaining PI home vector (zero vector), or from the nest with a full
home vector (full vector). Distinct elemental behaviours are distinguished by coloured
path segments, and stripped bands indicate periods where behavioural data suggests
that multiple strategies are combined. Note that this colour coding of behaviour is
maintained throughout the remaining figures to help the reader map function to brain
region. (B) The proposed conceptual model of the insect navigation toolkit from sen-
sory input to motor output. Three elemental guidance systems are modelled in this
paper: path integration (PI), visual homing (VH) and route following (RF). Their out-
puts must then be coordinated in an optimal manner appropriate to the context before
finally outputting steering command.

appropriate to the context [126] [239] [131] [27]. Behavioural studies show that when

in unfamiliar visual surroundings (”Off-route”) insects combine the outputs of their

PI and VH systems [298] [6] [7] relative to their respective certainties consistent with

optimal integration theory [9] [8] (Figure 5.1A ”Full Vector”). Upon encountering

their familiar route, insects readily recognise their surroundings, recover their previous

bearing and retrace their familiar path home [299] [100] [300] [18] [99].

Thus, the navigation coordination model must posses two capabilities: (a) output a

directional signal consistent with the optimal integration of PI and VH when Off-Route

(b) switch from Off-Route (PI and VH) to On-Route (RF) strategies when familiar ter-

rain is encountered. Mathematical models have been developed that reproduce aspects

of cue integration in specific scenarios [126] [16], but to date no neurobiologically

constrained network revealing how insects might realise these capabilities has been
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developed.

To address these questions a functional modelling approach is followed that ex-

tends proposing a neurally-based model of the CX neuropil that integrates compet-

ing cues optimally and generates a simple steering command that can drive behaviour

directly. Performance is bench-marked by direct comparison to behavioural data re-

ported by [18] (showing different navigation behaviours on and off the route), [9] [8]

(demonstrating optimal integration of PI and VM), and through qualitative compari-

son to extended homing paths where insects switch between strategies according to

the context [50]. Biological realism is enforced by constraining models to the known

anatomy of specific brain areas, but where no data exists an exploratory approach is

taken to investigate the mechanisms that insects may exploit.

5.2 Results

5.2.1 Optimally Integrating Visual Homing and Path Integration

We have demonstrated how ants could use visual cues to return to the route in the

absence of PI (see Chapter 3.2.2) but in most natural scenarios (e.g. displacement by a

gust of wind) ants will retain a home vector readout offering an alternative, and often

conflicting, guidance cue to that provided by VH. In such scenarios desert ants strike

a comprise by integrating their PI and VH outputs in a manner consistent with optimal

integration theory by weighting VH relative to the familiarity of the current view [9]

and PI relative to the home vector length (a proxy for directional certainty) [8].

Various ring-like structures of the CX represent directional cues as bumps of activ-

ity with the peak defining the specific target direction, and the spread providing a mech-

anism to encode cue certainty as required for optimal integration (for an example see

increased spread of HD cell activity when only proprioceptive cues are present [151]).

Besides their excellent properties to encode the animal’s heading ring attractors also

provide a biologically realistic means to optimally weight cues represented in this for-

mat [292] (see also Chapter 4) without the need for dedicated memory circuits to store

means and uncertainties of each cue.
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Figure 5.2: Simulation results of integration of PI and visual cues to reproduce
behavioural data in [7]. Green curves are the homing trajectories of the simulated
ants and the green dots at the end of each path marks the start points of searching.
Cross marks indicates the position of home predicted by PI and black square indicates
the positions of landmarks.

First, to preliminary test the performance of ring attractor network to do ants-like

integration of visual cues and path integration, we have undertaken simulations to re-

produce the behavioural data published in [7] and [6] (see also Figure 2.2A and B). The

PI model proposed by [10] is used, and the direction guidance provided by visual cues

is calculated directly by the angle between the position of the landmark and nest. For

each setting (different PI length and landmark position), we run 10 trials and the hom-

ing routes are shown in Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4, from which we can infer

that the proposed ring attractor network is capable of generating ant-like integrating

results.
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Figure 5.3: Simulation results of integration of PI and visual cues to reproduce
behavioural data in [6]. Green curves are the homing trajectories of the simulated
ants and the green dots at the end of each path marks the start points of searching.
Cross marks indicates the position of home predicted by PI and black square indicates
the positions of landmarks.
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Figure 5.4: Simulation results of integration of PI and visual cues to reproduce
behavioural data in [6]. Green curves are the homing trajectories of the simulated
ants and the green dots at the end of each path marks the start points of searching.
Cross marks indicates the position of home predicted by PI and black square indicates
the positions of landmarks.

Thus we introduce a pair of integrating ring-attractor networks to the CX model

(Figure 5.5A grey neural rings: RA L and RA R) that take as input the desired head-

ings from the above proposed VH model (red neural rings: VH L and VH R) and [10]’s

PI model (orange neural rings: PI L and PI R) and output combined Off Route de-

sired heading signals that are sent to the steering circuits (blue neural rings: CPU L

and CPU R). [10] mapped the home vector computation to a population of neurons

(CPU4) owing to their dual inputs from direction selective compass neurons (I TB1)

and motion sensitive speed neurons (TN2) as well as their recurrent connectivity pat-

terns facilitating accumulation of activity as the animal moves in a given direction.
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Figure 5.5: Modelling optimal cue integration in the CX. (A) Proposed model for
optimally integrating PI and VH guidance systems. In each hemisphere, ring attractors
(RAs) (grey neural rings) (speculatively located in FB/CBU) receive the corresponding
inputs from PI (orange neural rings) and VH (red neural rings) with the outputs sent to
the corresponding steering circuits (blue neural rings). Integration is weighted by the
visual novelty tracking tuning neuron (TUN) whose activation function is shown in the
leftmost panel. (B) Examples of optimal integration of PI and VH headings for two PI
states with the peak stable state (grey dotted activity profile in the integration neurons)
shifting towards VH as the home vector length recedes. Note that VH distribution stays
the same height and width, while the PI activation (inherently encoded the uncertainty
(PI length)) is scaled by the visual novelty via TUN neuron.

[8] showed that the certainty of PI automatically scales with the home-vector

length owing to the accumulating effect of the memory neurons which correlates with

directional uncertainty, and thus the output PI network is directly input to the ring

attractor circuits. In our implementation the VH input has a fixed height and width

profile and influences the integration through tuning neurons (TUN) (see the plotted

activation function in Figure 5.5B and Chapter 5.3.3.1) that we suggest reside in the

SMP and modulate the PI input to the integration network. Altering the weighting in

this manner rather than by scaling the VH input independently allows VH to domi-

nate the integrated output at sites with high visual familiarity even in the presence of a

large home vector without having large stored activity, i.e., to make it possible to suffi-

ciently suppress the PI output. We note however, that both approaches remain feasible

and further neuroanatomical data is required to clarify which, if either, mechanism is

employed by insects.

Figure 5.6A shows the initial headings produced by the model which replicates the
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trends reported in cue-conflict experiments by [9] (linear regression, βmodel,real = 0.86)

and [8] (linear regression, βmodel,real = 0.82) when the uncertainty of PI and VH cues

were altered independently. Example extended paths of independent PI and VH mod-

els and the ring-attractor-based combined PI and VH model are plotted in Figure 5.6B

with the combined model showing the most ant-like behaviour [100] [99] by initially

following predominantly the home-vector direction before switching to visual homing

when the home-vector length drops leading the simulated ant back to familiar ter-

rain. The reported model results are obtained after careful parameter tuning as the MB

model is very brittle and the ring attractor network is also sensitive to the parameters.

By trying different parameters and checking the output from the model with the aid of

the developed GUI, the best parameters that have been found are listed in Table 5.2.

Note that the PI-only and PI+VH models are drawn back towards their fictive nest

sites indicated by their home vectors which if left to run would likely result in emer-

gent search-like patterns as in [10]. Moreover, upon encountering the route the VH-

based models (VH-only and PI+VH) are unable to distinguish the direction in which to

travel and hence again (see meander around the valley of familiarity Figure 3.3C and

Figure 5.6B) further demonstrating a need for a route recovery mechanism.

5.2.2 Route Recovery Through Context-dependent Modulation of

Guidance Systems

Homing insects readily recognise familiar route surroundings, recover their bear-

ing, and retrace their habitual path home, irrespective of the status of other guidance

system such as PI. Replicating such context-dependent behavioural switching under re-

alistic conditions is the final task for the proposed model. The visual novelty measured

by the MBON provides an ideal signal for context switching with low output when

close to the route when RF should dominate versus high output further away from the

route when PI and VH should be engaged (see Figure 3.3C). Also the fact that Off-

route strategies (PI and VH) compute their turning angles with reference to the global

compass whereas the On-route RF strategy is driven with reference to a local compass

provides a means to modulate their inputs to the steering circuit independently. This
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Figure 5.6: Modelling optimal cue integration in the CX. (A) Replication of optimal
integration studies of [8] and [9]. Simulated ants are captured at various points (0.1m,
1m, 3m and 7m) along their familiar route (grey curve) and released at release point
1 (RP1) thus with the same visual certainty but with different PI certainties as in [8]
(see thick orange arrow). The left polar plot shows the initial headings of simulated
ants increasingly weight their PI system (270◦) in favour of their VH system (135◦) as
the home vector length increases and PI directional uncertainty drops. Simulated ants
are also transferred from a single point 1m along their familiar route to ever distant
release points (RP1, RP2, RP3) thus with the same PI certainty but increasingly visual
uncertainty as in [9] (see thick red arrow). The right polar plot shows the initial head-
ings of simulated ants increasingly weight PI (270◦) over VH (135◦) as visual certainty
drops. (see Chapter 5.3.5.1 for details) (B) Example homing paths of the independent
and combined guidance systems displaced from the familiar route (grey) to a fictive
release point (RP).

is realised through a non-linear weighting of the On and Off-route strategies which we

propose acts through the same SMP pathway as the VH model (see the SN1 and SN2

neurons in Figure 5.8) (see Chapter 5.3.3.2 for neuron details and Figure 5.11 for a

force-directed graph representation of the final unified model).

The activity of the proposed switching circuit and the paths that it generates in

simulated zero vector and full vector displacement trials are shown in Figure 5.10 A

& B respectively. In the full vector trial (Figure 5.10A (upper), Figure 5.10B (solid

line)) as visual novelty is initially high (see high TUN activity until step 78) SN2 is

activated which enables Off-Route strategies (PI and VH recommends moving at a 45◦

bearing but VH prevents ascension of the visual novelty gradient that this would cause

with the compromise being a bearing closer to 90◦ i.e. toward the route. As the route

is approached the visual novelty decreases (again see TUN activity), until at step 78,
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Figure 5.7: The extended homing paths and the PI memory in the simulations. (A)
The extended homing path of 20 agents released at RP1 in Figure 5.5B with different
home vector length. (B) The activation of CPU4 neurons (PI memory) encoding home
vectors with different lengths from 0 to 7.0m. (C) The extended homing paths of 20
agents released at RP2 and RP3 in Figure 5.5B.

Figure 5.8: Unified model realising the full array of coordinated navigational be-
haviours. Context-dependent switching is realised using two switching neurons (SN1,
SN2) that have mutually exclusive firing states (one active while the other is in active)
allowing coordination between On and Off-Route strategies driven by the instanta-
neous visual novelty output by the MB. Connectivity and activation functions of the
SMP neurons are shown in the left side of panel. Note that the illustration of the global
and local compass is for the easy of understanding not implying the real anatomy,
actually they occupy the same set of PB columns.
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Figure 5.9: Unified model mapped to brain regions. The unified navigation model
maps the elemental guidance systems to distinct processing pathways: RF: OL →
AOTU→ BU→ CX; VH: OL→ MB→ SMP→ CX; PI: OL→ AOTU→ BU→
CX. The outputs are then optimally integrated in the proposed ring attractor networks
of the FB in CX to generate a single motor steering command. Connections are shown
only for the left brain hemisphere for ease of visualisation but in practice are mirrored
on both hemispheres. Hypothesised or assumed pathways are indicated by dashed lines
whereas neuroanatomically supported pathways are shown by solid lines (a convention
maintained throughout all figures).

SN2 falls below threshold and deactivates the Off-Route strategies while conversely

SN1 activates and engages On-Route strategies. After some initial flip-flopping while

the agents converges on the route (steps 78-85) RF becomes dominant and drives the

agent back to the nest via the familiar path. In the zero vector trial (Figure 5.10A

(lower), (Figure 5.10A (dashed line)) Off-route strategies (here only VH) largely dom-

inate (some false positive route recognition (e.g step 60)) until the route is recovered

(step 93), at which point the same flip-flopping during route convergence occurs (steps

93-96) followed by RF alone which returns the agent to the nest via the familiar path.

It should be noted that the data presented utilised different activation functions of the

TUN neuron that weights PI and VH (see Table 5.2 for parameter settings across trials

and Chapter 5.4 for insights into model limitations and potential extensions), yet the

results presented nevertheless provide a proof-of-principle demonstration that the pro-

posed unified navigation model can fulfil all of the criteria defined for replication of

key adaptive behaviour observed in insects (Figure 5.1A).
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Figure 5.10: Homing performances of the unified model reproducing main be-
haviours in insect navigation. (A) Activation history of the SN1, SN2 and TUN (to
demonstrate the instantaneous visual novelty readout of the MB) neurons during the
simulated displacement trials. (B) Paths generated by the unified model under con-
trol of the context-dependent switch circuit during simulated FV (solid line) and ZV
(dashed line) displacement trials.

5.3 Methods and Materials

All simulations and network models are implemented by Python 3.5 and make

use of external libraries-numpy, matplotlib, scipy, PIL and cv2. The developed GUI

are based on PyQt5. The UI design are based on the tool- PyQt desinger and then

converted to Python code using PyUIC

5.3.1 Current Headings- Local and Global Compass

Current headings are modelled in the same way as that in Chapter 3.3.4.1.

5.3.2 Path Integration

The PI model implemented is that published by [10]. The core functionality arises

from the CPU4 neurons that integrate the activation of TN2 neurons that encode the

speed of the agent and the inverted activation of direction-sensitive I-TB1 neurons.

The result is that the population of CPU4 neurons iteratively track the distance and
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orientation to the nest (a home vector) in a format akin to a series of directionally-

locked odometers.

The firing rate of the CPU4 neurons are updated by:

I tCPU4 = I t−1CPU4 + r(Ct
TN2 − Ct

I−TB1 − k) (5.1)

Where the rate of the memory accumulation r = 0.0025; the memory loss k = 0.1; the

initial memory charge of CPU4 neurons I0CPU4 = 0.1.

The input of the TN2 neurons encoding the speed is calculated by:

 ITN2L = [sin(θh + θTN2) cos(θh + θTN2)]v

ITN2R = [sin(θh − θTN2) cos(θh − θTN2)]v
(5.2)

where v is the velocity (see Equation 3.28) of the agent and θTN2 is the preference

angle of the TN2 neurons. In this study θTN2 = π/4. The activation function applied

to TN2 neurons is the rectified linear function given by:

CTN2 = max(0, 2ITN2) (5.3)

As CPU4 neurons integrate the speed and direction of the agent, the desired heading

of PI can be represented by the population encoding of these neurons, thus:

CPI = CCPU4 (5.4)

5.3.3 Coordination of Elemental Guidance Strategies

The coordination of the three main navigation strategies PI, VH and RF are realised

in distinct stages. Firstly, Off-route strategies (PI and VH) are optimally integrated by

weighing according to the certainly of each before a context-dependent switch activates

either On-route (RF) or Off-route strategies depending on the current visual novelty.
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5.3.3.1 Optimal Cue Integration

A ring attractor neural network is used to integrate the cues from the VH and PI

guidance systems. As reported in [16] summation of directional cues represented in

vector format leads to optimal angular cue integration which is the same case as real

insects. Chapter 4 gives a biology plausible way to do this kind of computation based

on a simple ring attractor neural network. There are two populations of neurons in this

network, the first is the integration neurons (IN) which is the output population of the

network. Constrained by the number of columns in each hemisphere of the insects CX,

we set the number of the IN to be 8, and its firing rate is updated by:

τ
dCIN
dt

= −CIN + g

(
n∑
j=1

W ji
E2EC

j
IN +X i

1 +X i
2 +WI2ECUI

)
i = 0, 1, ...7.

(5.5)

Where W ji
E2E is the recurrent connections from jth neuron to ith neuron, g(x) is the

activation function that provides the non-linear property of the neuron:

g(c) = max(0, ρ+ c) (5.6)

Where ρ denotes the offset of the function.

In Equation 5.5, X1 and X2 generally denote the cues that should be integrated.

In this study, X1 and X2 represent the desired heading of path integration (CPI) and

visual homing (CV H). The desired heading of PI is also tuned by the tuning neuron

(TUN) in SMP which is stimulated by the MBON of MB (see Figure 5.5A) and its

activation function is defined by a rectified linear function, i.e.:

CTUN = min(kTUNCEN , 1) (5.7)

Where kTUN is the scaling factor.
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Thus, the X1 and X2 for this ring attractor network can be calculated by:

 X i
1 = CTUNC

i
P I

X i
2 = Ci

V H

i = 0, 1, ...7 (5.8)

The second population of the ring attractor is called the uniform inhibition (UI)

neurons modelled by:

τ
dCUI
dt

= −u+ g

(
WI2ICUI +WE2I

n∑
k=1

Ck
IN

)
i = 0, 1, ...7. (5.9)

After arriving at a stable state, the firing rate of the integration neurons in this ring

attractor network provides the population encoding of the optimal integrated output

COI :

COI = CCN (5.10)

5.3.3.2 Context-dependent Switch

The model generates two current/desired headings pairs: the current heading of

global compass decoded by CI−TB1 with the desired heading optimally integrated by

the integration neurons of the ring attractor network COI and the current heading of

local compass decoded by II-TB1 neurons CII−TB2 with the desired heading decoded

by the output of the RF network CRF . These two pairs of signal both are connected to

the steering circuit (see Figure 5.8 and Chapter 5.3.3.3) but are turned on/off by two

switching neurons (SN1 and SN2) in the SMP (Figure 5.8). SN2 neuron receives the

activation from MBON neuron and is modelled as:

SN2 =

 0 if CMBON < ThrSN2

1 otherwise
(5.11)

While SN1 will always fire unless SN2 fires:

SN1 =

 0 if CSN2 = 1

1 otherwise
(5.12)
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Therefore, the context-depend switch is achieved according to the current visual nov-

elty represented by the activation of MBON.

5.3.3.3 Steering Circuit

Steering circuit used in this chapter is the same as that in VN (see Chapter 3.3.4.4).

But as now we should integrate the PI with VN based on the ON- and OFF-route

assumption, the input of desired heading to the steering circuit should be changed to:

 C0−7
DH = CSN1CRFWDH2CPU1L + CSN2COIWDH2CPU1L

C8−15
DH = CSN1CRFWDH2CPU1R + CSN2COIWDH2CPU1R

(5.13)

The input of current heading to steering circuit is the same as (3.27).

5.3.4 Detailed Neural Connectivity of the Unified Model

Figure 5.11A shows a complete picture of the proposed model. Specifically, it high-

lights the final coordination system showing that CX computing the optimal navigation

output with the modulation from the MB and SMP. In addition, offset connectivity pat-

tern from the desired heading to the steering circuit that underpin the left/right shifting

is clearly shown. Figure 5.11BC shows the network generating the desired heading of

RF and VH respectively.

In addition, Table 5.1 provides details of all modelled neural circuits with their

function and naming conventions with links to biological evidence for these neural

circuits where it exists and the animal that they were observed in.

5.3.5 Simulations

The main parameter settings for all the simulations in this chapter and also that in

Chapter 3 can be found in Table 5.2.

5.3.5.1 Reproduce the Optimal Cue Integration Behaviour

We evaluated the cue integration model by reproducing the results of [8] and [9].

The ants’ outbound routes in [8] is bounded by the corridor, so here we simulate the
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Figure 5.11: The detailed neural connections of the proposed model. (A): The
detailed neural connections of the navigation coordination system. Note that the illus-
tration of the global and local compass is for the easy of understanding not implying
the real anatomy, actually they occupy the same set of PB columns. (B): The neural
connection of the route following network. The input layer to the hidden layer is fully
connected, so does the hidden layer to the output layer. (C): The network generating
the visual homing memory. (D): The detailed neural connection of the ring attractor
network for optimal cue integration.

velocity of the agent by:

vtout = [rand(0, 2V0)− V0, V0], t = 0, 1...Tout (5.14)

Where the function rand(0, x) generates a random value from the uniform distribution

of [0, x], thus the speed of x-axis will be in [−V0, V0] and will cancel each other during

the forging. The speed of y-axis is constant so it will accumulated and be recorded
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Table 5.1: The details of the main neurons used in the proposed model

Name Function Num Network Brain region Neuron in Species(e.g.) Reference

I-TB1
Global compass
current heading 8

Ring
attractor

CX

TB1 in Schistocerca gregaria
and Megalopta genalis

∆7 in Drosophila

[150]
[10]

[301]II-TB1
Local compass
current heading 8

Ring
attractor

S I-TB1
Copy of shifted
global heading 8 Ring No data

/
VH-L

VH desired
heading left 8 Ring No data

VH-R
VH desired

heading right 8 Ring No data

PI-L
PI desired

heading left 8 Ring CPU4 in Schistocerca gregaria
and Megalopta genalis
P-F3N2v in Drosophila

[45]
[10]

[301]PI-R
PI desired

heading right 8 Ring

RF-L
RF desired
heading left 8 Ring No data

/
RF-R

RF desired
heading right 8 Ring No data

RA-L
Cue integration

left 8
Ring

attractor No data

RA-R
Cue integration

right 8
Ring

attractor No data

CPU1
Comparing the

current and
desired heading

16
Steering
circuit

CPU1 in Schistocerca gregaria
and Megalopta genalis
PF-LCre in Drosophila

[45]
[10]

[301]

vPN visual projection 81
Associative

learning
MB

MB neurons in Drosophila
Camponotus

Apis mellifera

[193]
[302]
[303]

KCs Kenyon cells 4000
MBON visual novelty 1

TUN
Tuning weights
from PI to RA 1 /

SMP
No data

/
SN1

Turn on/off the
RF output to CPU1 1

Switch
circuit No data

SN2
Turn on/off the

RA output to CPU1 1
Switch
circuit No data

by the PI model. And V0 = 1cm/step is the basic speed of the agent and Tout is the

total time for outbound phase determining the length of the outbound route. As for the

simulated homing route, we duplicate the outbound route when Tout = 300 but with a

inverted heading direction. And then the visual navigation network was trained with

images sampled along a simulated route (grey curve in Figure 5.5B and see details

in Figure 5.12). Training process and results of the MB network are illustrated in

Figure 5.13.

Tuning PI Uncertainty The agent in this simulation was allowed to forage to dif-

ferent distances of 0.1m, 1m, 3m or 7m from the nest to accrue different PI states and

directional certainties before being translated to a never-before-experienced test site

1.5m from the nest. (RP1 in Figure 5.5B). For each trial, we release 20 agents with
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Table 5.2: The detailed parameters settings for the simulations

Para.
Visual

Homing
Optimal Integration

tuning PI
Optimal Integration

tuning VH
Route

Following
Whole model

ZV
Whole model

FV

ThrKC (3.14) 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.04
ηKC2MBON (3.16) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

kV H (3.19) 2.0 2.0 2.0 / 0.5 0.5
kTUN (5.7) / 0.1 0.1 / 0.025 0.0125

ThrSN2 (5.11) / / / / 2.0 3.0
kmotor (3.23) 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.375 0.375

SL (cm/step) (3.28) 4 4 4 4 8 8
initial heading (deg) 0∼360 0∼360 0∼360 0 / 180 90 0

Figure 5.12: The images used to train the MB network. The training data and
test data are labelled with red and blue dots respectively. The arrow along the route
indicates the heading direction on the route.

different initial headings that is evenly distributed in [0, 360). The headings of every

agent at the position that is 0.6m from the start point is taken as the initial headings, and

the mean direction and the 95% confidential intervals are calculated. As in the biolog-

ical experiment, the angle between the directions recommended by the PI and visual

navigation systems differed by approximately 130◦. As the length of the home vector

increase (0.1m→ 7m) the activation of PI memory becomes higher (Figure 5.7B), and

increasingly determines the output of the ring attractor integration. Since the length of

the home vector is also encoded in the activation of the PI memory neurons, the ring

attractor can extract this information as the strength of the cue. As the visual familiar-

ity is nearly the same in the vicinity of the release point, the strength of visual homing

circuit remains constant and has more of an influence as the PI length drops.
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A

B

C

Figure 5.13: The training process of MB network. (A) The MBON activation de-
creases during training. (B) KC-MBON connection weights after training. (C) Heat-
map of the visual familiarity measured by the trained MB network.

Tuning Visual Uncertainty The agent in this simulation was allowed to forage up to

1m from the nest to accrue its PI state and directional certainty before being translated

to three different release points (RP1, RP2 and RP3 in Figure 5.5B). As the distance

from nest increases (RP1→RP2→RP3) so does the visual uncertainty. For each trial,

we release 12 agents with different initial headings that is evenly distributed in [0, 360).

The headings of each agent at the position that is 0.3m from the start point is taken as

the initial headings, and the mean direction and the 95% confidential intervals are

calculated.

Whole Model The simulated habitual route remains the same as in the simulation of

visual navigation (Chapter 3.3.5.1) as is the learning procedure. The zero- and full-

vector agents are both released at [−2,−7] with the heading 0◦ and 90◦ respectively.

The full-vector agent’s PI memory is generated by letting the agent forage along the

route from nest to feeder.

5.3.6 A GUI for Running the Simulation of the Unified Model

For the ease of running and exploring the proposed unified model and to efficiently

visualise the model performance and the homing results, a GUI was developed (see
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Figure 5.14). In this GUI, one can easily run the simulation of insect navigation from

loading the simulated world, training the neural network to checking real-time homing

trajectories and neuron activities.

5.4 Conclusion and Discussion

We propose that the insect navigation toolkit [36] [27] should be extended to in-

clude independent visual homing (VH) and route following (RF) systems (see Fig-

ure 5.1B for updated Insect Navigation Toolkit).

With the elemental guidance strategies defined, we propose that their outputs are

coordinated through the combined action of the MBs and CX. Specifically, we demon-

strate that a pair of ring attractor networks that have similar connectivity patterns of

the CX-based head-direction system [153] [250] [157], are sufficient for optimally

weighting multiple directional cues from the same frame of reference (e.g. VH and

PI). The use of a pair of integrating RAs is inspired by the column structure of the FB

which has 16 neural columns divided into two groups of 8 neural columns that each

represent the entire 360◦space. The optimal integration of PI and VH using a ring

attractor closely matches the networks theorised to govern optimal directional integra-

tion in mammals [293] and supports hypothesis of their conserved use across animals

(see Chapter 4). Optimality is secured either through adapting the shape of the activity

profile of the input as is the case for PI which naturally scales with distance, or by

using a standardised input activity profile with cross-inhibition of competing cues as

is the case for VH in the model. The later schema avoids the need for ever increasing

neural activity to maintain relevance.

To replicate the suite of navigational behaviours described in Figure 5.1 our net-

work includes three independent ring attractor networks: the global compass head

direction system [157]; the local compass head direction system [151] [153] [250];

and an Off-route integration system (modelled here). We would speculate that it is

likely that central place foraging insects also possess a similar integration network for

”On-Route” cues (not modelled here) bringing the total number of RAs to four. The

utility of RAs for head-direction tracking arises from their properties in converging
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activity to a signal bump that can easily be shifted by sensory input and is maintained

in the absence of stimulation. In addition, RAs also possess the beneficial property that

they spontaneously weight competing sensory information stored as bumps of activity

in an optimal manner. Thus, there are excellent computational reasons for insects to

invest in such neural structures. Yet, it should be clear that the model proposed here

represents a proof-of-concept demonstrating that the underlying network architectures

already mapped to the CX (directional cues encoded as bumps of activity [151] [150];

various lateral shifting mechanisms [10] [152] [154]; RAs [153] [250] [157]) are suf-

ficient to generate adaptive navigation but further studies are required to critique and

refine the biological realism of this hypothesis.

While this assemblage recreates optimal integration of strategies that share a com-

pass system, it does not easily extend to integration of directional cues from other

frames of reference (e.g. VH and PI reference the global compass versus RF that

references a local compass). Indeed as the CX steering network seeks to minimise

the difference between a current and a desired heading, calibrating input signals from

different frames of reference would require a similar calibration of their respective

compass systems. Rather, the proposed model incorporates a context-dependent non-

linear switching mechanism driven by the output of the MB that alternates between

strategies: global compass based PI and VH are triggered when the surroundings are

unfamiliar, but when in familiar surroundings engage local compass based RF. In sum-

mary, the adaptive behaviour demonstrated is the result of distinct guidance systems

that converge in the CX, with their relative weighting defined by the output of the MB.

This distributed architecture is reminiscent of mechanisms found in the visual learning

of honeybees [254], and supports the hypothesis that the CX is the navigation coordi-

nator of insects [12] [13] but shows how the MB acts as a mediator allowing the CX to

generate optimal behaviour according to the context.

The resultant unified model of insect navigation Figure 5.1B and Figure 5.9 rep-

resents a proof-of-principle framework as to how insects might co-ordinate core navi-

gational behaviours (PI, VH and RF) under standard field manipulations Figure 5.1A.

Neuroanatomical data has been drawn from across insect classes (see Table 5.1) to
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ensure neural realism where possible with performance compared to ant navigation

behaviour in a single simulated desert ant habitat. The framework can be easily ex-

tended to new navigation behaviours observed in other insects from idiothetic PI [58]

to straight line following [304] to migrations [305] as well as more nuanced strategies

that flexibly use directional cues from different sensory modalities [221] [306] [307].

A priority of future works should be the investigation of the differences and common-

alities in sensory systems, neural structures and ecology of different insect navigators

and how they impact behaviour allowing for extension and refinement of the frame-

work for different animals. Complementary stress-testing of models across different

environments in both simulation and robotic studies are also required to ensure that

model performance generalises across species and habitats and to provide guidance to

researchers seeking the sensory, processing and learning circuits underpinning these

abilities.

We proposed that the use of global and local frames in the navigation model could

allow effective coordination enabling the agent to keep approaching the global desti-

nation while being responsive to local stimuli such as landmarks and obstacles. Al-

though this idea of using global and local frames is inspired by observed facts of in-

sects (like [308]), it is also a useful robotics engineering technique. For example, the

route planning algorithm that consists of global and local planner [309] caring about

the whole map and dynamic objects respectively. Thus, applying global and local com-

pass could be an effective strategy in solving a wide range of problems especially those

related to navigation.

In this thesis, we focus on 2D motion (i.e., only take yaw into account) simulation.

How about the motion of flying insects where pitch and roll are also involved? Al-

though theoretically by adding another same two circuits we can extend our model to

the 3D version (similar to the recent implementation of pose estimation in [310]), we

don’t think there is a need for doing so. Because pitch/roll and yaw may act at differ-

ent levels, namely, a navigation system is only responsible for generating the desired

navigating heading (yaw) output, while the pitch and roll are controlled by the mo-

tor system as they are more related to kinetics and aerodynamics. A recent study has
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shown that the learned visual memories during flight can also be used when navigating

on the ground [311] may support this argument.
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Figure 5.14: The developed GUI for running the proposed model. Panels are
labelled with the functions.
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Chapter 6

This Unified Model Can Also Replicate

Odour Navigation Behaviours

Although the unified model presented in previous chapters can account for path in-

tegration, visual navigation, and their optimal coordination, as another crucial sensory

information that insects rely on, olfactory cue also plays its role in navigational tasks.

In this chapter, based on the similarities between the observed olfactory navigation

behaviours and our unified model, an adapted model for reproducing olfactory related

behaviour is presented. Simulation results of this extension of the unified model further

demonstrate the bio-plausibility of the presented model.

6.1 Introduction

One of the most principal abilities for living animals to survive on the earth is to

make use of varies sensory information provided by the natural environment to appro-

priately control their behaviour. The insect is such a class of animal with great capacity

of using multiple sensory cues to navigate, which has fascinated researchers for more

than a century. Among these cues, as introduced in Chapter 2.1, insects combines

celestial cues (e.g. polarised light, sun position etc.) to maintain a stable compass

for measuring heading direction, use visual cue for pinpointing the goal or following

habitual routes. Recent neurobiology and modelling studies greatly push forward our

understanding of these observed navigation behaviours in insects, especially the path
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integration wherein the column neurons in CX continuously integrates the heading and

velocity to update a home vector and then guide the agent back to the original points

(see Chapter 2.3.1). Based on this model, we have previously shown how navigation

based on visual information can be uniformly modelled and how insects could op-

timally coordinate different guidance systems at the neural level (see Chapter 3 and

Chapter 5). However, except collective navigation based on pheromone trial, we know

comparatively few about the neural mechanism of how individual insects may use ol-

factory cues for navigation.

To elucidate new behaviours, if possible, using the exiting model is always the

first option because it requires no additional complexity. Given the observed olfactory

related navigational behaviours introduced in Chapter 2.1.3 and our unified model,

several similarities can be found: 1) chemotaxis that moving towards the location with

a higher concentration of rewarded odour is analogical with the visual homing model

guiding the agent to the location with higher visual familiarity; 2) odour-gated upwind

following [114] wherein the agent will go upwind direction once sensed the odour,

is similar with low-visual-familiarity triggered route following; 3) Behaviour of path

integration’s controlling the odour plume tracking in ants [21] resembles the optimal

integration of PI and VH in our model. Based on these similarities, we want to ask

if the presented model with small adaption can allow for the reproducing of olfac-

tory navigation behaviours? To this end, we change the sensory input in our previous

model from vision to olfactory, replace the learnt on-route RF direction by the upwind

direction encoding and integrate it with PI via the same RA network. Results show

that the unified model with small adaption can account for olfactory navigation be-

haviours both in flies and ants, thus filling the gap in understanding the neural basis of

olfactory based navigation and further prove the plausibility of our model in deducing

insect navigation behaviours. This work also suggests that the sensory processing→

CX→ motor chain may be a ubiquitous and conserved neural circuitry for mediating

behaviour and coordinating multimodal cues and further demonstrate the coordinating

role the CX plays in the insect brain.
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6.2 Results

In the previous chapters, we have demonstrated that in the context of visual navi-

gation, the output of trained MB can be regarded as the measurement of visual novelty

and sequentially CX can use this signal to do gradient tracking (OFF-route: visual

homing), memory retrieving (ON-route: route following) and contextual coordination

(switching from OFF-route strategy to ON-route strategy) (Chapter 5). Likewise, when

it comes to Drosophila’s odour navigation behaviours, the similar sensorimotor strat-

egy seems to be applied: chemotaxis are like visual homing where agents aim to go to

the sites with the higher value of preference (odour concentration or visual familiar-

ity); Odour-gated upwind following (or anemotaxis) resembles the memory retrieving

of route-following triggered by high visual familiarity. The following two subsections

show the detailed results of adapting the unified model to reproduce these two kinds of

olfactory navigation behaviours.

6.2.1 Adapted Visual Homing Model Can Reproduce Chemotaxis

As a classical behavioural assay, the larval taxis has been intensively studied. Ev-

idence has shown that the key sensory information used by larva during taxing is the

change of the perceived odour concentration [312]. Physiological and modelling re-

search also shown that olfactory sensory neurons both in larvae and adult fly response

to the decrease and increase of odour concentration [313] [314] [315] and then convey

this information to modulate the motor pattern [316] [315] [228]. Interestingly, visual

homing in our previous model (Chapter 3.2.2) was also implemented by following this

idea. Therefore, based on the previous model, chemotaxis can be simply realised by

changing the modulation signal from the change of visual familiarity to the change of

odour concentration (see Figure 6.1A). As shown in Figure 6.1, the temporal change

of odour concentration modulates the shifting of the current heading to generate the

desired heading of chemotaxis, namely, with the increase of odour concentration the

agent should go on moving in the current direction (run behaviour) while a turn should

be made when concentration decreases (cast behaviour).

Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3 demonstrates that the agents guided by the model can
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Figure 6.1: The adapted VH model for generating chemotaxi behaviour. (A)
Schematic diagram of the general neural model generating gradient tracking behaviour
like visual homing and chemotaxis. (B) Schematic diagram of the chemotaxis model
based on the main idea that when perceived odour concentration temporally decreases,
shift the current heading as the desired heading to make a turn through the steering
circuit.

successfully track the odour concentration gradient. Start from different points, all

the agents are moving towards the sites with higher concentration (see Figure 6.2 and

Figure 6.3) and will stay within the region with the highest concentration has ever

experienced (see Figure 6.2). These performances resemble some of the distinctive

characteristics in behavioural data [317] [315] and therefore demonstrate that visual

homing and chemotaxis could share the same neural mechanism that is suitable for

this kind of behaviour with gradient tracking paradigm involved.

6.2.2 The CX Coordination Modulated by the MB/LH Can Ac-

count for Odour-gated Anemotaxis

Unlike in the laminar environment where the odour concentration can provide

smooth gradient information that can be used to navigate, in a more turbulent envi-

ronment, odour distribution is formed by the air or water dynamics [318], navigating

in this type of environment seems more challenging but animals have developed a

compact and effective strategy. Modelling and behavioural studies in moth [78] [231],

flying fly [232], walking fly [233] [114] and marine plankton [319] suggested that the

key of successful navigation in turbulent environment lies on the detecting of both

the odour and flow direction. The main mechanism applied by these organisms is that
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Figure 6.2: The simulation performance of the model in two different odour
landscapes- ’volcano’. Odour landscape and trajectories are shown in the left and
the sensed odour concentration of all the trials and the highlighted trial are shown in
the right top and bottom respectively.

upwind (upstream) direction following (anemotaxis) is triggered by the onset of attrac-

tive odour. As demonstrated in previous chapters and several other studies [13] [44],

the CX is is believed to be the navigational centre computing directional information,

therefore, we assumed that wind direction is also encoded in CX (or at least has a copy

stored in the CX). Similarly, the odour processing neurons in MB and/or LH convey-

ing valence signal (non-directional) will activate the neurons carrying wind direction

(directional) as the desired heading to dominate the steering circuit. The following

subsection will introduce how the upwind direction can be neurally encoded based on

known physiological data and the sequential subsection presents the adapted model for

odour-gated anemotaxis.

6.2.2.1 Wind Direction Encoded by the Shifted Heading Direction

Experiments and studies have shown that Drosophila uses its antennae to gauge

the wind direction as wind from varies directions will differentially displaces the two
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Figure 6.3: The simulation performance of the model in two different odour
landscapes- ’linear’. Odour landscape and trajectories are shown in the left and the
sensed odour concentration of all the trials and the highlighted trial are shown in the
right top and bottom respectively.

antennae [320] [321] [322], consequently generating different mechanosensory sig-

nals. Here inspired by the very recent study shown that higher-order ’wedge project

neurons’ (WPNs) linearly encode this mechanosensory difference by integrating in-

formation from two antennae [322] and based on the evidence that neurons in the CX

response to wind stimuli (bees: [140], locust: [296], cockroach: [162]), we assumed

that WPNs could send its activation to the CX to modulate the shifting of the heading

direction, then UWN (upwind encoding neurons) copy this shifted activation of cur-

rent heading (i.e., I-TB1 neurons) to represent the upwind direction (see Figure 6.4A).

The activation of WPNs with two different headings (0 and π/2) and swept wind di-

rection (0 to π) are shown in Figure 6.4B. Note the different activation function for

different heading direction as WPN neurons represent the relative angular difference

between the wind and the heading direction, and that’s also the reason why we can use

its activation to modulate the shifting of current heading.
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A B

Figure 6.4: The model of upwind direction encoding in insect brain. (A) Schematic
diagram of the upwind direction encoding in the insect brain. (B) Neural responses
of the WPNs with different headings (0 and π/2) and wind direction stimuli is swept
from 0 to π.

6.2.2.2 Output Neuron of Olfactory Processing Triggers Upwind Direction En-

coding in the CX to Dominate Steering Circuit

In our previous model (Chapter 5.2.1), enough low visual novelty output from the

MB will guide the CX to select the memory of route following (ON route strategy),

similarly here, the output from the olfactory processing will trigger the selection of

upwind direction as the desired heading (see Figure 6.5). As upwind direction is an

egocentric cue which is determined by the relative angular difference to the agent’s

current head direction and anemotaxis should also lead the agent to go that direction,

therefore injecting the upwind direction modelled in the way introduced in the previous

section (see Figure 6.4) as the desired heading to the steering circuit will produce the

ideal turning command. Hence, just by simply changing the modulating signal from

visual novelty to odour concentration and changing the memory of route following to

upwind direction encoding, we can build a model for odour-gated anemotaxis (see Fig-
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Figure 6.5: The schematic diagram of the neural model generating the odour-
gated anemotaxis behaviour. Olfactory from the antenna is processed in MB/LH
to get the odour concentration signal mediating the input inhibition encoded the up-
wind direction to the steering circuit. The upwind direction encoding is assumed to be
stored in the FB of the CX. This neural pathway and circuits suit for similar types of
mechanism where sensory information modulates the navigation behaviours.

ure 6.5). Performance of the model was tested in a scenario inspired by the behavioural

study in [114], Figure 6.6 demonstrates the effectiveness of the model and shows the

similar movement pattern observed in the real walking fly [114]. Note that when the

perceived odour concentration is under the threshold, the agent will run randomly (for

details see Chapter 6.3.

6.2.2.3 ON and OFF Response Based Contextual Strategy

When the chemotaxis and odour-gated anemotaxis are available in the fly’s brain,

the next challenge is to smartly select the optimal strategy given the current perceived

environmental conditions. The flexibility of insects’ contextually choosing different

navigational strategies has been shown in [18]. Although the olfactory navigation al-

gorithm can be divided into two types based on the odour dynamics [114], how insect

coordinate different guidance systems in the natural environment remain unknown,

here, inspired by the distinctive ON and OFF responses observed in Drosophila [114],

we use the polarity of the modulation signal (Figure 6.1A) to determine the OFF and

ON response and then use this signal to select the chemotaxis or anemotaxis behaviour
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Figure 6.6: The performances of the odour-gated chemotaxis model for 4 agents
and each agent ran 5 trials. The trajectories are coloured by the odour state (ON
and OFF, illustrated in the first row of the right panel) and shown in left panel while
averaged data of 20 trials are shown in the right panel (from the second row to the last
row is the sensed odour, upwind speed and angular velocity respectively).

respectively. In fact, this ON and OFF response has the same function as to whether vi-

sual novelty is under or above the threshold determining whether the ON or OFF route

strategy should be switched on in our previous model (Chapter 5). That’s to say, the

increase of the temporal change of the perceived odour produces an ON response and

then anemotaixs is triggered, while the decrease of the temporal change of the odour

defines an OFF response and then chemotaxis will dominate the steering circuit (Fig-

ure 6.7A). Figure 6.7B illustrates the connections of the hypothesised neurons from

sensory information processing to the modulation of the navigational decision making

in the integrated model. Using the ON and OFF response as the selector to coordi-

nate different odour navigation strategies can maintain the main behavioural features

observed in real animals [114] Figure 6.8) although sometimes the agent will perform

not well due to the sensitive perception of odour dynamics (Figure 6.9).
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A

B

Figure 6.7: The model of integration chemotaix and odour gated anemotaxis be-
haviour. (A) Schematic diagram of the ON and OFF response and the corresponding
behaviour it triggers. (B) Wire diagram showing the neural connections of the inte-
grated model for the chemotaxis and odour gated anemotaxis behaviours.

6.2.3 Could This Model Also Deduce Ant’s Odour Navigation Be-

haviours?

Although odour navigation in ants has not been studied so intensively as that of

flies, several behavioural studies have already shown that ants take olfactory informa-

tion as an important cue to find food [112] and use odour landmarks to pinpoint nest

entrance [323] [130]. So here we ask if this model established based on data from fly

can also explain some of the known odour navigation behaviours in ants. As demon-

strated in [112] [113], The mechanism of odour-gate upwind following also exists in

ant. Further, [21] has provided more precise data on how the odour navigation interacts
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Figure 6.8: The performances of integrated model can still reproduce the main
characteristics of the observed behaviour. The trajectories are colored by the odour
state (ON and OFF, illustrated in the first row of the right panel) and shown in left panel
while averaged data of 20 trials are shown in the right panel (from the second row to
the last row is the sensed odour, upwind speed and angular velocity respectively).

with path integration. Here, based on our previous model optimally integrating PI and

VH (Chapter 5.2.1), a unified model was established to integrate the odour navigation

guidance including the chemotaxis (or in ant navigation, named odour homing) and the

odour-gated anemotaxis with the PI (Figure 6.10A) using the same ring attractor (RA)

network (Chapter 4). As depicted in Figure 6.10B, the desired headings recommended

by OH and UW are gated by the OFF and ON response and are weighted by the odour

concentration signal when injected to the RA to integrate with PI.
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Figure 6.9: Two examples of the trajectories of the selected agent and their ON
and OFF responses. Data were chosen from Figure 6.8. The trajectories are coloured
by the odour state (magenta for odour ON and black and cyan for odour OFF) shown in
the left panel, while the perceived odour concentration for these two agents are plotted
in the right panel with the neural response states marked during odour.

A B

Figure 6.10: The integrated model of ants navigation Data were chosen from Fig-
ure 6.8. (A): Schematic diagram showing ON and OFF response triggers different
odour navigation behaviour and then be optimally integrated with PI by ring attrac-
tor network. (B): Neural model illustrate how olfactory processing output mediates
navigational coordination in the CX.

Behavioural data in [21] are benchmarked and results are shown in Figure 6.11A,B.

Agents driven by the model will first be guided by PI memory (left panel in Fig-

ure 6.11C) as larger PI length dominate the RA output and then head to the upwind

direction when the PI memory is going to zero and the rewarding odour is perceived
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A B

C

Figure 6.11: The integrated model of ants navigation(A): The trajectories of the
agents guided by the integrated model for ants. Simulation scenario is inspired by the
experiment in [21]. (B): Circular statistics showing the headings of the agents released
from RP1 (red) and RP2 (blue) at the time of t = 20 (at the beginning of homing) and
t = 250 (at the almost end of the homing). (C): The instantaneous sensory value and
neural activation of highlighted agent in (A) during homing. From top to bottom, the
value of perceived odour concentration, the activation of PI memory neurons (CPU4)
and the ring attractor excitation neurons.

to trigger the anemataxis (red lines in Figure 6.11A and red arrows in the right panel

of Figure 6.11B) These replicate the real ants’ data in [21]. Neural activation of PI

and RA (integrated navigation output) during homing of the highlighted agent in Fig-

ure 6.11A are shown in Figure 6.11C and indicates the discharging of PI memory when

homing and the ideal shift of the desired heading from OI to olfactory navigation.

6.3 Methods and Material

All simulations and network models are implemented by Python 3.5 and make use

of external libraries-numpy, matplotlib, scipy.
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6.3.1 Odour Field

As the basic sensory input, the spatial concentration distribution of the odour field

is simulated simply based on the scaled exponential functions, with required changes

according to the wind dynamics.

6.3.1.1 Odour Field without Wind

For the simulations in the static odour environment (i.e. no wind) as that in Fig-

ure 6.2 and Figure 6.3, the landscape of the odour concentration CONo are modelled

as, for ’volcano’ shape:

CONo =

 keτ(r/2−d) if d > r/2

keτ(d−r/2) otherwise
(6.1)

and for ’linear’ shape:

CONo =

 keτ(r/2−d) if d > r/2

k − 0.2eτ(d−r/2) otherwise
(6.2)

where d is the distance from the position (x, y) to the odour source (xs, ys). Thus,

d =
√

(x− xs)2 + (y − ys)2. k is the scale factor, r is the radius of the odour source

and τ is decay factor.

6.3.1.2 Odour Field with Wind

To simplify the simulation of the odour plume dynamics, all the simulations in this

chapter are conducted under the condition of constant wind speed u and wind direction

θw, and we assume that the odour plume will ideally flow to the downwind area, i.e.,

the odour concentration in the upwind area will always be zero. The source of the

odour constantly emits at the rate q , Then the odour concentration at position (x, y)

can be calculated by:

CONo =


q

uσxy
√
2π
e
− d2

2πσxy if cos θ > 0

0 otherwise
(6.3)
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where d =
√

(x− xs)2 + (y − ys)2 sin θ is the projected distance from the odour

source. And σxy is calculated by σxy = Ksd where Ks ∈ [0.5, 0.3, 0.2, 0.15, 0.1] is

the tuning factor determined by the stability of the odour. And θ is the angel between

the vector pointing from the position to the source and the wind direction, so can be

computed by:

θ = arccos
(x− xs)(u cos θw) + (y − ys)(u sin θw)√

(x− xs)2 + (y − ys)2u
(6.4)

6.3.2 Neural Model

We use the simple firing rate to model the neurons in the proposed networks, where

the output firing rate C is a sigmoid function of the input I if there is no special note.

In the following descriptions and formulas, a subscript is used to represent the layers

or name of the neuron while the superscript is used to represent the value at a specific

time or with a specific index.

6.3.2.1 Current Heading

The model of the current heading is the same as that in Chapter 3.3.4.1, but only

the global compass, (i.e. the activation of I-TB1 neuron) is used here as navigation

behaviours we reproduced in this chapter are all assumed using the global compass as

the external direction reference.

6.3.2.2 Upwind Direction Encoding

The upwind direction is decoded as the activation of UW neurons copied and

shifted from heading neurons (I-TB1), the value of this shifting is determined by the

angular difference between the current heading (θh) and wind direction (θw) encoded

by the firing rate of WPN neuron. And the value of WPN neuron is defined as the

difference of the antennal deflection encoded by B1 and APN neurons as:

CWPN = CAPN − CB1 = sin (θw − θh + π)− sin (−(θw − θh + π)) (6.5)

Then population activation of upwind direction neurons (UW) can be calculated
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< Throff > Throff < Thron > Thron

< Thro Random Random ON
> Thro OFF ON ON

Table 6.1: ’Truth table’ of the ON and OFF response of the modelled fly odour naviga-
tion. The column lists the state of sensed odour concentration while the row indicates
the state of the changing of odour concentration.

by:

CUW == Cj
I−TB1, j =

 i+ offset if i+ offset ≤ 7

i+ offset− 7 otherwise
(6.6)

6.3.2.3 Fly- ON and OFF Response Triggers Anemotaxis or Chemotaxis

Different navigation strategy will dominate the motor system according to the sen-

sory inputs, i.e., in this chapter, the change of perceived odour concentration. This

coordination is modelled as a contextual switching that is very similar with the mech-

anism with SN1 and SN2 neuron involved in Chapter 5.3.3.2 to define the final output

of odour navigation (CON ):

Ci
ON =

 Ci
chemo if OFF response

Ci
anemo if ON response

(6.7)

And how the sensory information determine the response is shown in Table 6.1,

where Random means no reliable sensory input is available, the agent will move for-

ward to a random direction.

OFF Response- Chemotaxis The chemotaxis model is adapted from the previous

visual homing model (see Chapter 3.3.4.2) by changing the change of visual familiarity

signal from the MBON neuron (∆CMBON ) to the change of the odour concentration

to determine the shifting value, thus the desired heading of chemotaxis is:
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Ci
chemo = Cj

I−TB1, j =

 i+ offset if i+ offset ≤ 7

i+ offset− 7 otherwise
i = 0, 1, ...7

(6.8)

Note that, in Chapter 3.3.4.2, i, j both are integer for the ease of computing, thus, the

shifting accuracy is 45◦, but here to more accurately model the desired heading and

to achieve better performance, the shifting accuracy was set to be 4.5◦by interpolating

neuron activation of I-TB1 from 8 to 80 then down-sampling to 8 to generate shifted

desired heading.

The relationship between the ∆Co and the offset is shown as following:

offset =

 0 if ∆Co < 0

min(bkchemo∆Coc, 3) otherwise
(6.9)

Then the desired heading of OH will be fed into the steering circuit (see Chapter

3.3.4.4) to compare with the current heading to generate the motor command.

ON Response- Odour-gated Anemotaxis As shown in Table 6.1, when the ON

response is determined, the agent will follow the upwind direction, thus the desired

heading input to steering circuit should be the upwind direction encoded by UM neuron

((6.6)):

Ci
anemo = Ci

UW (6.10)

6.3.2.4 Ants- integration with PI

The modelling of ants’ odour navigation integrated with PI can be regarded as the

extension of the fly’s odour navigation introduced in Chapter 6.3.2.3 and an application

of the unified model of insect navigation presented in Chapter 5. Specifically, the

final output of olfactory navigation is determined by the ON and OFF response (see

Table 6.1), and then is integrated with PI via RA like that in the optimal integration of

PI and VH. Thus the X1 in (5.5) should be:
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X i
1 = Ci

P I i = 0, 1, ...7 (6.11)

and X2 in (5.5) should be:

X i
2 =

 koCONoC
i
OH if OFF response

koCONoC
i
anemo if ON response

(6.12)

Then the output of optimal integration (OI) of the RA acts as the only desired

heading input to the steering circuit:

 C0−7
DH = COIWDH2CPU1L

C8−15
DH = COIWDH2CPU1R

(6.13)

As only the global compass is needed in this chapter’s modelling. Thus the input

of current heading will always be the excitation of the I-TB1 neuron:

 C0−7
CH = CI−TB1

C8−15
CH = CI−TB1

(6.14)

The output of the steering circuit (i.e., the summed activation of the left and right

CPU1 neurons) is used to generate the turning command in the way that is same as

(3.23).

6.3.3 Simulations

In all simulations, at each time step, the simulated agent (walking fly or ant) will

sense the odour sensory based on its current location and then update neural activation

to generate the desired moving direction and finally move one step to that direction (the

same as (3.28) and (3.29) in 3.3.5). Note that compared to the implementation of the

motion control in 3.3.5, here to make the motion more realistic, a random wandering

component is added in the following way:

θM = kmotor(
7∑
i=0

CCPU1 −
15∑
i=8

CCPU1)(1− wrandom)± π/4× wrandom (6.15)
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Table 6.2: The detailed parameters settings for the simulations in this chapter.

Fly-Chemotaxis
Fly-Anemotaxis Fly-Integrated Ant-Integrated

volcano Linear

odour

k 10 10
/τ 0.1 0.1

r 6 6
q / / 10.0 10.0 20

wind
u

no wind
10.0 10.0 10.0

wθ −π/2 −π/2 π

model

and

simulation

Thro

/ /

0.001 1.2
Thron 0.02 0.5
Throff -0.0002 -0.0002
ko / 2.0

kchemo 100.0 100.0 / 100.0 100.0
kmotor 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.5 1.0
SL 0.02 0.02 0.4 0.4 0.05

Heading random random random random 0− 2π

where wrandom scales the effect of this random wandering, thus even in the simulation

of OH, individual agent can have both left and right turn.

The position of odour sources in all simulations are all set to (0, 0), i.e., xs =

0, ys = 0. Other main parameters are listed in Table 6.2

6.3.3.1 Fly- Chemotaxis

To test the performances of the chemotaxis behaviour, 5 simulated agents with

randomly generated heading direction starts from 5 randomly generated locations in

the zone of (−12 < x < 12,−12 < y < 12), and then driven by the model for

1500 steps. Then we run this simulation for 4 times in two different odour landscapes

(’linear’ and ’volcano’) to get the results shown in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.2.

6.3.3.2 Fly- Anemotaxis

To reproduce the behavioural data in [114], the odour was only set on during the

second a quarter of total time (e.g, if the agent is set to run 200 steps, then the odour-on

time will in 50-100 steps). Four agents with randomly generated heading starts from

randomly generated locations in the zone of (−1.5 < x < 1.5,−13 < y < −5), and

then guided by the model to run 200 steps. The simulation was conducted for 5 times

and the results are shown in Figure 6.5.
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6.3.3.3 Fly- Integrated ON and OFF Response

The whole simulation settings are the same as that in the last section except for

some model parameters listed in Table 6.2, as this simulation is conducted to verify the

integrated model.

6.3.3.4 Ants- Odour Navigation Integrated with PI

To reproduce the behavioural data in [21], we first generate PI memory encod-

ing the home vector with 10m length and π/2 direction. Then at each release point

((−1.5,−10) and (1.5,−10)), we released 10 simulated full-vector (10m-long and

pointing to π/2) ants with different initial headings sampled uniformly from 0 − 2π,

see also Table 6.2.

6.4 Conclusion and Discussion

This chapter presents a biology constrained model for interpreting the olfactory

navigation behaviours not only in flies but also in ants. This model is simply adapted

from the unified model presented in Chapter 5 by changing the sensory input. Simula-

tion results demonstrate that the adapted unified model can reproduce several important

characteristics of real animal [315] [114] [21] and thus further suggest that the unified

model may be a conserved neural mechanism underpinning multimodal sensory-motor

behaviours across insect species. Besides, as the first step to model the wind direc-

tion and how the olfactory navigation integrates with PI based on the biological data,

testable predictions can be made to provide inspirations for biological studies. For ex-

ample, ants with ablated CX will fail to use the upwind direction to pinpoint a goal

when the attractive odour is perceived.

We further propose the role of the CX in insect navigation is to coordinate cues

from multiple guidance systems by continuously doing directional (vector) compu-

tations. While the processed sensory information (non-directional) from other brain

regions (e.g., MB, LH, ect.) can modulate this coordination in the CX in a way of

tuning the weighting of corresponding guidance. This sensory-processing → CX →
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motor pathway may be the fundamental mechanism underlying flexible and complex

navigation behaviours. Given the neurobiological data that FB in the CX receives lots

of signals from other brain regions, it’s likely that with all the desired headings stored

in FB, the CX optimally integrates them according to the real-time modulating signal

determined by the current sensory experience and then sends this final output to the

motor centre.

In the presented model, the modulating signals (odour concentration and the tem-

poral change of odour concentration) injected to the CX are manually provided. But

we hypothesise that this signal can be supplied by MB and/or LH given the fact that

olfactory processing in insects brain happens in these two brain regions. However,

whether the MB and LH compete or cooperate with others to generate such signal

still needs investigation. Or they are responsible for different behaviour as the MB

for learnt memory while LH exclusively involves in innate behaviours given the recent

evidence in vision processing [189]. Although we proposed that multi-guidance co-

ordination happens in the CX, whether the integration of innate and learnt cues also

happens in the CX or they are just combined to generate the modulating signal is still

unknown. To answer this question, the key point is to distinguish which information

is stored in the CX, thus identifying the input arrays to the CX seems to be crucial for

the next step to understand the neural basis of insect navigation.

The focus of this chapter is attached to the olfactory navigation, but visual naviga-

tion can be easily integrated to the proposed model to make our unified model more

completed. Here we will propose one possible way. Since the VH and OH (or chemo-

taxis) share the same mechanism to generate the desired heading by shifting the current

heading according to the temporal change of the sensory information, these two shift-

ings can be directly summed to obtain a single shifting signal. Following this idea,

more sensory cues can be added in to generate a unified shifting signal representing

the animal’s integrated valence of the current complex surroundings contain varies

cues. Then the shifted current heading is integrated with PI and UW by RA. Finally,

the RF still acts like the on-route strategy that triggered by enough low visual novelty.

Nevertheless, integrating the modulating signal in a winner-take-all way before tuning
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the coordination in the CX is also possible. Because directly telling the CX that which

sensory cues (here, vision or olfactory) should be relied on also seems to an effective

way. Indeed, there are also other possible mechanisms to integrate all the components

described in this thesis, assessing which one is more biological realistic depends on

more anatomical and physiological data. But the core idea that the CX coordinating

multiple guidance according to the corresponding sensory experience encoded by the

processing from other brain regions should be reserved.
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Chapter 7

General Discussion

7.1 Key Contributions and Future Work

By adopting the computation model as a tool to understand insect navigation be-

haviours, this dissertation presents a unified model constrained by known anatomical

and physiological data to unveil the possible neural mechanisms of insect navigation.

Simulation results demonstrate that this model can reproduce the behavioural data ob-

served in real insects and therefore makes the following main contributions to the field

(and also answered the question raised in Chapter 1).

• Chapter 3: A frequency encoding based unified model for visual navigation has

been developed and can account not only for the visual homing but also route

following behaviours. How insects may benefit from frequency encoding (com-

pared with pixel-wise) in extracting the useful information for specific naviga-

tion tasks has been discussed.

• Chapter 4: A biology plausible ring attractor model of optimal integrating multi-

ple guidance systems has been built, which provides a possible solution in filling

the gap from behaviour to the neural basis concerning cue integration in insect

navigation.

• Chapter 5: Computations involved in the proposed unified model are mapped

to specific brain regions and neurons based on the known biological data and

plausible hypothesis, emphasising that the CX is the coordination centre with
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the capacity of directional computing while the MB is the valence calculator

sending the non-directional signal to the CX as the weighting to modulate the

coordination. An overall figure (see Figure 7.1) was drawn to summarise the hy-

pothesised functional roles played by every neuropil and the information flowing

through them.

• Chapter 6: This unified model can also explain the olfactory navigation be-

haviours in insects thus further demonstrate how useful the sensory-processing

→ CX→ motor pathway applied in the unified model is for interpreting contex-

tual navigation behaviours.

• This model also provides many testable predictions for neurobiological and be-

havioural studies which are listed below:
(a) Because the proposed ring attractor network responsible for optimal cue

integration is assumed to be in the FB of the CX, there should be some neu-

rons and connections forming this circuit in the FB. That is to say, in the FB,

there are neurons with recurrent excitatory connection and uniform/global in-

hibitory connections. Further, animals will fail to optimally coordinate differ-

ent guidance systems with the FB blocked.

(b) As the motor command is generated by the mismatch of the current head-

ing and the desired heading via the steering circuit. Like the distinctive ac-

tivation pattern observed in Drosophila [151], there should be another set of

neurons activate collectively in a similar way. Furthermore, these two sets of

neurons all have connections with the CPU1 neurons.

(c) In the unified model, the output of MBONs modulate the coordination in

the CX. Therefore, there must be direction/indirection connections between

the lobe of the MB with the FB of the CX. If this connection is ablated, the

animals can not do correctly contextual coordination, for example, they can

not switch from off-route to on-route strategy.
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(d) As memory-based visual navigation is learned in both the MB and the CX,

thus lesion on whether the MB and the CX will affect the visual navigation

ability. More specifically, the insect loses the ability to approach more visually

familiar locations without the MB whilst ablating the CX will disable route

learning.

(e) The performance of cue integration will be affected by manually manip-

ulating the weighing of the cues. For instance, like that in [8], [9], if the

odour (CO2) spreads more widely (i.e., a wider and stronger distribution of

the concentration) to the releasing points in Figure 6.11, the plume following

behaviour during homing will happen earlier with the same PI length.
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Figure 7.1: The overall figure summarising the hypothesised functional roles
played by every neuropil and the information flowing through them. Different
neural pathways processing different types of sensory information are marked by dif-
ferent colours. The CX’s function of multi-guidance coordination are highlighted.

To date, we still fall far short of knowing the whole picture of insect navigation,

especially the neural mechanism. From the perspective of computation modelling,

based on the proposed unified model, the following researching directions are worth
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exploring in the future:

• Like that in Chapter 6, use this model (if possible with some adaptions and

adding extra components) to deduce more observed navigational behaviours like

navigation when going backwards [306], backtracking [324] and returning to

the previous position after being passively displaced by a gust of wind [325],

etc. This can be realised by adding new components storing the temporary rep-

resentation of the currently desired direction in the same format as the PI and

VH.

• The whole loop from sensory input to the motor output of insect navigation can

be completed by adding the sensory processing (e.g. the polarised-light compass

system [271]) and motor control network (e.g. the central pattern generator in

the LAL [273]). Moreover, to keep refining the model by updating the computa-

tion to be more biological plausible based on new data from biology study. For

instance, the current switching circuit can be replaced by neural computation

like the synapse plasticity [326].

• As the current simulations are simplified to 2D motion (no pitch and roll in-

volved), but flying insects and even walking insects manoeuvring on uneven

terrain will have body tilt. How these may affect the performance of the cur-

rent visual navigation model is still not clear and needs future investigation. A

recent robotic study [311] shown that ant (ground-based insects) inspired visual

navigation can be applied to flying robots. Another kind of frequency encoding

called Spherical Harmonics method can extend the rotational-invariant property

to the 3D domain [249], so the proposed model can still work. These studies

provided the possibility to enable the usability of the insect navigation model in

3D motion and further be applied on unmanned aerial vehicle.

• Providing mechanistic interpretation for the understanding of the insect naviga-

tion by applying bio-robotic approach [327] [328]. The presented model could

be tested on a mobile robot (see an example of robots with panoramic view in

Figure 7.2) navigating in a real environment (see the developed platform that can
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visual cues olfactory cues
(optically simulated)

Colias

panoramic lens

ColCOSՓ

Figure 7.2: The mobile robot and the platform for future robotic navigation ex-
periments. Left: The ColCOSΦ platform [22] possess the ability of simultaneously
displaying optically simulated olfactory cues on the arena ground and visual cues on
the arena wall, therefore is very suitable for undertaking navigation experiments with
multiple cues involved. Right: Mobile micro-robot Colias [23] [24] with a panoramic
lens mounted.

be used to undertake navigation experiments in Figure 7.2). Validating the model

with more noisy and variable sensory inputs could bring more convincing evi-

dence showing the robustness of the model thus explaining why insects evolved

to adopt such a mechanism. A quick design of this kind of robotics experiments

could be: displaying visual cues on the wall, emulating the olfactory cues on the

grounds, and the robot with our model implemented navigates in the arena and

test its homing performances.

7.2 Comparison with Mammal Navigation

Unlike the intensive debate on whether there is a ’cognitive map’ [236] [237] [238]

used by insects during navigation, researchers prefer the idea that mammals use the

cognitive map to guide navigation behaviour in a flexible manner [329], [330]. This

idea is receiving further supports from neurobiological studies revealing important

functional components in the hippocampal and parahippocampal formations (see Fig-

ure 7.3 and for a review see [330]): 1) the place cells found by O’Keefe et.al [331]

[332] that only fire at specific spatial position; 2) the heading direction cells which fire

according to the animal’s heading orientation [160] [333] [334]; 3) grid cells that fire in
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a regular hexagonal lattice of locations in the exploring environment [335]; 4) border

cells which fire when the animal is at the navigational boundaries serves to relate the

firing field of grid and place cells to specific features of the environment [336]–[338].

5) cells in the hippocampus that encode the goal direction and distance [339]. Other

evidence also shown the crucial role played by the hippocampus in storing the episodic

memory [340] [341] that can be used to retrieve useful memories for navigation such

as route following [342]. All these imply the critical function of hippocampal and

parahippocampal formation in spatial navigation thus can be regarded as the naviga-

tion centre of mammals, the similar role played by the central complex in the midbrain

of insects [12], [13], [173]. Neurobiological and computation model studies aiming to

unravel the neural basis of mammal navigation have shown how sensory information

can be calibrated and integrated to generate a stable and accurate mental representa-

tion of the navigating space. For instance, the loop of EC (entorhinal cortex) → DG

(dentate gyrus)→ CA3→ CA1→ EC (see Figure 7.3) can act like a unitary particle

filter [343], [344] for place recognition, and how different sub-regions in these two

formations contribute to the encoding of the external world (for a review see [345]).

This is reminiscent of the sensory information’s converging to the central complex in

the insect brain to form a combined representation of the animal’s surroundings.

Allowing flexible navigation decision under various scenarios, in the mammalian

brain, requires a source of sensory valence representing the current context that can

not only enable the stimuli-response behaviour but also modulate the goal formation

to generate context-dependent behaviours. This function is believed to be located in

the striatum [346]–[349] which can be regarded as the analogy of insects’ mushroom

bodies (see Figure 7.3). From this point of view, the essential fundamental of flexible

navigation tends to be the multiple modalities coordination modulated by the spatial

memory.

As for the downstream neuron pathway controlling the navigational body move-

ment, the secondary motor cortex (M2, see Figure 7.3) [350] [351] in the mammalian

brain is believed to play the main role whilst the primary motor cortex (M1) incorporat-

ing the barrel cortex (somatosensory cortex) are more related with the sensory-motor
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Figure 7.3: The comparison of the functional brain regions of mammal and insect
navigation. The depicted brain regions with similar function of information processing
are marked with colour. The sensory-motor processing loop of spatial information,
sensory valence and motor control are coloured by red, orange and blue respectively.
(A) The mammal brain. (B) The insect brain.

behaviour especially the whisker-related behaviours [352], [353]. Thus, the secondary

motor cortex (M2) could be taken as the analogy of the LAL of an insect to which the

output of the integrated navigation decision targets.

To summarise, accurate and flexible navigation in both insects and mammals re-

quires environmental measurement, spatial memory and a coordinating system, al-

though these elementary functions may be implemented in different ways in insects

and mammals. Future endeavours are needed to unravel the neural basis of naviga-

tion in insects and mammals. Maybe understanding mammal navigation is even harder

since it has a much more complex and powerful brain, but inspirations may transfer

across studies of these two kinds of species to speed up this research process. For
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example, the insect-inspired computation can be applied to explain mammal naviga-

tion [354], [355]. Insects and mammals both have heading direction system that en-

coding the heading by the population activation of specific a set of neurons, implying

that there must be something in common in solving navigational tasks even in different

living surroundings using various strategies.

7.3 Closing Remarks

We are amazed at the great ability of our brain and want to know how it works.

But to date, it is still tremendously difficult to discern the mechanism of the human

brain. Starting from a nerve system with much fewer neurons like the larvae could be

a solution, however, this biology system lacks rich behaviours to investigate. Fortu-

nately, insects seem to make the optimal trade-off between the scale of the brain and

the richness of behaviours, which has motivated this study.

The neural model presented in this work starts from the neural data and ends in ex-

plaining behavioural data, aiming to bridge the gap in understanding the mechanism of

insect navigation. Although the navigational computations in real insects may not com-

pletely the same as that in the proposed model, I hope that by providing bio-plausible

solutions, finding out minimum computational requirements and making testable pre-

dictions, this work could potentially contribute in a small way to unveil the mechanism

of insect navigation and be a small piece of paving stone for future works seeking

bio-inspired solutions of robotic navigation.

In recent years, with the aid of rapidly developed techniques, neurobiologists are

able to peer the insect brain in a high resolution which will potentially make remarkable

progress in this field. Likewise, the increased computational resource and miniaturised

integrated circuits allow for the important role played by robotics. We are looking

forward to witnessing the exciting progress that will be made in these fields.
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